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Generic Construction of Audit
Logging Schemes with

Forward Privacy and Authenticity
Hirose, Shoichi

Abstract—In this paper, audit logging schemes
with forward privacy and authenticity are formal-
ized in the symmetric-key setting. Then, a generic
audit logging scheme with forward privacy and
authenticity is proposed. It consists of a symmetric
encryption scheme and a MAC function. It also
uses a forward-secure pseudorandom generator to
achieve forward security. Finally, the forward pri-
vacy and authenticity of the scheme are confirmed
in the manner of provable security. The security
properties of the proposed scheme are reduced to
the standard security properties of the underlying
primitives.

Index Terms—Audit logging, Authenticity, For-
ward security, Privacy, Provable security

1. INTRODUCTION
Background. Audit logging is an important tech-
nique to secure the systems. Audit logs record the
events on systems to give a view of system activi-
ties. Any tampering with records including deletion
and reordering should at least be detectable. Audit
logs may contain sensitive information to be kept
secret from attackers. Cryptographic techniques
are useful to guarantee such authenticity and
privacy of log files. Once an attacker gets the
key, however, he can tamper with the records or
decrypt the ciphertexts of sensitive information.
To thwart these attacks, forward security is often
incorporated in secure audit logging schemes [5],
[11], [15].
Forward security prevents attackers having got

the current key, for example, by intrusion from
tampering with records or decrypting ciphertexts
generated in the past by updating keys. Two
settings for updating keys are found in literature
of secure audit logging. We will call them time-
driven setting and event-driven setting. In the time-
driven setting, the time is divided into intervals,
and secret keys are updated at the end of every
interval. Thus, multiple records may be generated
with the same key assigned to an interval. In the
event-driven setting, on the other hand, secret
keys are updated after every event. Each record
is generated with a new secret key.
In spite of the importance of forward-secure

audit logging with privacy and authenticity, it

Manuscript received March 1, 2016. This work was sup-
ported in part by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 25330150.
Shoichi Hirose is with Graduate School of Engineering,

University of Fukui, Japan (e-mail: hrs_shch@u-fukui.ac.jp).

has not been provided formal treatment and its
security has been discussed informally.

Our Contribution. First, audit logging schemes
and their security are formally defined in the
symmetric-key setting. The security properties are
called forward privacy and forward authenticity.
Then, a generic construction of an audit logging
scheme with forward privacy and authenticity
is presented for the event-driven setting. It is
constructed with a symmetric-key encryption
scheme and a MAC function. It also uses a
forward-secure pseudorandom generator to
get forward security. Finally, it is shown that the
proposed scheme is provably secure. The forward
privacy and authenticity of the proposed schemes
are reduced to the standard security properties of
its components.
The proposed scheme assumes the event-

driven setting. Suppose that an attacker succeeds
in intrusion into a system. If the event is
detected by the system, then it is recorded
and authenticated with the current key. Right
after that, in the event-driven setting, the key is
updated. If the update is before the attacker takes
any action, then he cannot tamper with the record
without being detected. On the other hand, it
is not the case in the time-driven setting in general.

Related Work. Schneier and Kelsey [15], [16]
proposed a forward-secure audit logging scheme
with privacy and authenticity in the symmetric-
key setting. Actually, they also considered a
communication protocol between an untrusted
machine creating its log files and a trusted
machine which stores log files. We will focus on
the creation of log files in this paper.
Forward security was first introduced for key

exchange protocols [9]. Bellare and Yee [6] for-
malized forward-secure symmetric-key primitives
and their security notions. They treated pseu-
dorandom generators, message authentication
schemes, and encryption schemes. They also pro-
vided their generic constructions and discussed
their security.
Audit logging schemes with authenticity can

also be found in literature. Bellare and Yee [5]
initiated the study to secure audit logging with
cryptographic techniques. Ma and Tsudik [11] in-
troduced the notion of forward-secure sequen-
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tial aggregate message authentication, which can
be used for audit logging with authenticity [12].
They also presented a scheme using a collision-
resistant hash function as well as a MAC function.
Hirose and Kuwakado [10] formalized the notion
and proposed a provably secure scheme without
a collision-resistant hash function.
Among the audit logging schemes mentioned

above, the Bellare-Yee scheme [5] and the
Hirose-Kuwakado scheme [10] assume the time-
driven setting for key update. The Schneier-Kelsey
scheme [15], [16] and the Ma-Tsudik scheme [12],
on the other hand, assume the event-driven set-
ting.
Accorsi [1] made a brief survey of secure log-

ging schemes. It also includes the schemes in the
public-key setting, which are out of scope of the
paper.
Waters, Balfanz, Durfee and Smetters [17]

presented a scheme to construct encrypted audit
log searchable with keywords in the public-key
setting.

Organization. Section 2 gives notations and
definitions of cryptographic primitives used in the
proposed scheme. Section 3 presents definitions
of audit logging schemes and their forward
privacy and authenticity. Section 4 describes
the proposed generic construction. Section 5
shows that the generic construction is secure if
its components are secure.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Notation
For sequences x and y, x∥y represents their

concatenation. An empty sequence is denoted by
ε.
Let F (X ,Y) be the set of all functions with

domain X and range Y. For keyed function F :
K × X → Y with key space K, F (K, ·) is often
denoted by FK(·).
For set S, let s � S denote that an element s is

chosen uniformly at random from S. For integers
e1 and e2 such that e1 ≤ e2, [e1, e2] represents the
set of integers from e1 to e2 inclusive.

2.2. Pseudorandom Generator
A pseudorandom generator (PRG) [7] is a func-

tion with its range larger than its domain. Let
G : S → S ′ such that |S ′| > |S|. G is called PRG
if it is intractable to distinguish G(S) with S � S
and S′ � S ′.
Adversary A against G takes an element of S ′

and outputs 0 or 1. The advantage of A is defined
by

AdvprgG (A) =
∣∣∣Pr[A(G(S))⇒ 1]− Pr[A(S′)⇒ 1]

∣∣∣ ,

where S � S and S′ � S ′.

2.3. Pseudorandom Function
A pseudorandom function (PRF) [8] is a keyed

function. F : K × X → Y is called PRF if it is in-
tractable to distinguish FK withK � K and a func-
tion chosen uniformly at random from F (X ,Y). In
particular, if X is a Cartesian product of sets of
sequences, the PRF is called vector-input PRF. It
is introduced by Rogaway and Shrimpton [14] with
a method of construction from an ordinary PRF.
Adversary A against F is given a function in

F (X ,Y) as an oracle. A makes adaptive queries
to the oracle, and then outputs 0 or 1. The advan-
tage of A is defined by

AdvprfF (A) =
∣∣∣Pr [AFK ⇒ 1

]
− Pr [Aρ ⇒ 1]

∣∣∣ ,

where K � K and ρ � F (X ,Y).
The definition can be extended to adversaries

with independent multiple oracles:

Advm-prf
F (A) =∣∣∣Pr [AFK1 ,...,FKm ⇒ 1

]
− Pr [Aρ1,...,ρm ⇒ 1]

∣∣∣ ,

where (K1,K2, . . . ,Km) � Km and
(ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm) � F (X ,Y)m.
Theorem 1 ([2]): For any adversary A against

F with access to m oracles, there exists an adver-
sary A′ against F with access to a single oracle
such that

Advm-prf
F (A) = m · AdvprfF (A′) .

The run time of A′ is not larger than the sum of
the run time of A and the time to compute F for
the queries by A. The number of the queries by
A′ is not larger than max{qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, where qi
is the number of the queries by A to its i-th oracle.

2.4. Forward-Secure Pseudorandom Generator
A forward-secure pseudorandom generator

(FSPRG) [6] is a stateful generator. A stateful
generator is defined by Gen = (G,n), where
G : S → K × S such that (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si) for
1 ≤ i ≤ n and S1 ∈ S. It is depicted in Fig. 1.
The security of an FSPRG is formalized as

indistinguishability against adaptive attacks with
experiment Expfsprg-bGen,A given in Fig. 2. Adversary A
works in two phases. First, in the query phase, A
gets K1,K2, . . . ,Ki′ for some i′ ≤ n chosen by A.
K1,K2, . . . ,Ki′ are generated by G if b = 0, and
chosen uniformly at random if b = 1. Then, in the
try phase, A receives Si′+1 and outputs 0 or 1.
The advantage of A against Gen is defined by

AdvfsprgGen (A) =∣∣∣Pr [Expfsprg-0Gen,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfsprg-1Gen,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣ .

The following theorem shows that Gen is an
FSPRG if G is a PRG.
Theorem 2 ([6]): For any adversary A against

Gen, there exists an adversary A′ against G such
that

AdvfsprgGen (A) ≤ 2n · AdvprgG (A′)
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and the run time of A′ is about the run time of
Expfsprg-1Gen,A .

Figure 1: Gen = (G,n)

1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1)← G(Si)
5: if b = 1 then
6: Ki � K
7: end if
8: (phase,his)← A(query,Ki, his)
9: i← i+ 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: b′ ← A(try, Si,his)
12: return b′

Figure 2: Experiment Expfsprg-bGen,A for b ∈ {0, 1}

2.5. Symmetric-Key Encryption
A symmetric-key encryption scheme is defined

by SE = (E,D), where E : K × M → C is an
encryption algorithm and D : K×C →M∪{⊥} is
a decryption algorithm. K is the key space, M is
the message space and C is the ciphertext space.
For any K ∈ K, if C ← EK(M) for some M ∈M,
then M ← DK(C). Otherwise, ⊥ ← DK(C).
The security requirement for a symmetric-key

encryption scheme is privacy. It is indistinguisha-
bility of the outputs of E from sequences of the
same lengths chosen uniformly at random. Adver-
sary A is given either EK or ϖ as an oracle and
makes an adaptive chosen message attack. For
any M ∈ M, ϖ simply produces a sequence of
the same lengths as the output of EK(M) chosen
uniformly at random. The advantage of A against
SE is defined by

AdvprivSE (A) =
∣∣Pr [AEK ⇒ 1

]
− Pr [Aϖ ⇒ 1]

∣∣ ,

where K � K.

3. AUDIT LOGGING SCHEME WITH
FORWARD PRIVACY AND AUTHENTICITY

3.1. Syntax
An audit logging scheme is a stateful scheme

defined by ALG = (U,E,D, n), where U : S → K×S

is a key-update algorithm, E : K × T × A ×M →
C×T is an encryption algorithm, D : K+×T ×(A×
C × T )+ → M+ ∪ {⊥} is a decryption algorithm,
and n is the maximum number of the stages. The
algorithms are described below.
Key Update (Ki, Si+1) ← U(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

where S1 � S.
The key-update algorithm takes as input the
secret master key Si for the i-th stage. It then
outputs the secret keyKi for the current stage
and the new secret master key Si+1 for the
next stage.

Encryption (Ci, τi) ← E(Ki, τi−1, Ai,Mi) for 1 ≤
i ≤ n.
In the i-th stage, the encryption algorithm
takes encryption key Ki, previous tag τi−1,
associated data Ai and message Mi as input.
τ0 is an initial state for the first stage. It then
outputs ciphertext Ci for Mi, and tag τi for
(Ai,Mi). (Ai,Mi) is called an event. (Ai, Ci)
is called a record. For event (Ai,Mi), it is
assumed that Ai includes the index i of the
current stage.

Decryption Let R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rn) be the or-
dered sequence of the records, where Ri =
(Ai, Ci) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The decryption algo-
rithm is defined as follows:

α← D(K[i1,i2], τi1−1,R[i1,i2], τi2),

where K[i1,i2] is the subsequence of
K1,K2, . . . ,Kn from Ki1 to Ki2 inclusive, and
R[i1,i2] is the subsequence of R from Ri1 to
Ri2 inclusive. D outputs Mi1 ,Mi1+1, . . . ,Mi2
if (τi1−1,R[i1,i2], τi2) is valid. Otherwise, it
outputs ⊥.

Remark 1: For encryption, in case of finalizing
a log file before the n-th stage, some kind of end-
marker should be included in Ai as a countermea-
sure against truncation attacks.
Remark 2: The decryption algorithm only

checks the validity of the final tag τi2 . It does
not check the validity of intermediate tags. This
allows ALG aggregation of the tags.

3.2. Security
The forward privacy and authenticity of ALG =

(U,E,D, n) is defined below. Each of them is de-
fined by an experiment with an adversary. The
adversary works in two phases: The first phase
is the query phase, and the second phase is the
try phase.
Forward Privacy. The forward privacy of ALG is
indistinguishability of a ciphertext and a tag in
each record from a sequence of the same length
chosen uniformly at random. Let Expfpriv-bALG,A be the
experiment given in Fig. 3. In the query phase,
adversary A makes adaptive queries to its oracle.
A should respect the state: A should ask a new
query involving the current state (the previous
tag). The oracle is either EKi or $i. Ki is chosen
uniformly at random from K. For each query, $i
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returns a uniformly distributed random sequence
of the same length as the sequence returned by
EKi . A is allowed to decide when to break into
the system. If A decides to break into the system
during the a-th stage, then A enters into the try
phase. In this phase, A receives Sa+1 and outputs
0 or 1. The advantage of A against ALG with
respect to forward privacy is defined by

AdvfprivALG(A) =∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-0ALG,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-1ALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣ .

Forward Authenticity. The forward authenticity of
ALG is existential unforgeability against adaptive
attacks. Let ExpfauthALG,A be the experiment given in
Fig. 4. In the query phase, A makes a query to
EKi . A should respect the state. A is allowed
to decide when to break into the system. If A
decides to break into the system during the a-th
stage, then A receives Sa+1 and enters into the
try phase. In this phase, A tries to forge. Let R =
(R1, R2, . . . , Ra) be the sequence of records and
(τ1, . . . , τa) be the sequence of tags obtained in
the query phase. The forgery

(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
is successful if
• 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ a,
•

(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
̸=

(
τi1−1,R[i1,i2], τi2

)
, and

• the output of D(K[i1,i2], τ
′
i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2) is
not ⊥.

The advantage of A against ALG with respect to
authenticity is defined by

AdvfauthALG (A) = Pr
[
ExpfauthALG,A ⇒ 1

]
.

Remark 3: To detect truncation attacks, it
should be verified if the total number of records is
n or the last record includes a prespecified end-
marker.

1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1)← U(Si)

5: (phase, his)← AOb
i (query, his)

6: i← i+ 1
7: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
8: b′ ← A(try, Si, his)
9: return b′

Figure 3: Experiment Expfpriv-bALG,A for b ∈ {0, 1}.
O0

i = EKi and O1
i = $i.

4. GENERIC CONSTRUCTION
An audit logging scheme with forward privacy

and authenticity is proposed for the event-driven
setting. Let Gen be an FSPRG with PRG G : S →
K × S. Let SE = (E,D) be an encryption scheme
such that E : Ke ×M→ C and D : Ke × C →M.

1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1)← U(Si)
5: (phase, his)← AEKi (query, his)
6: i← i+ 1
7: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)

8:
(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
← A(try, Si, his)

9: if
(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
is successful

forgery then
10: d← 1
11: else
12: d← 0
13: end if
14: return d

Figure 4: Experiment ExpfauthALG,A

Let F : Kt × (T × A × C) → T be a vector-input
PRF. For Gen = (G,n) with G : S → K × S, let
K = Ke ×Kt.
An audit logging scheme in the event-driven

setting is composed with SE, F and Gen. It is an
Encrypt-then-MAC scheme [3], [4], [13]. It is called
eALG.
Key update (Ki, Li, Si+1)← G(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Encryption For a new event (Ai,Mi), Ci ←

EKi(Mi) and τi ← FLi(τi−1, Ai, Ci), where
1 ≤ i ≤ n and τ0 is an initial constant.

Decryption For (τi1−1,R[i1,i2], τi2), compute τ ′i ←
FLi(τi−1, Ai, Ci) for i1 ≤ i ≤ i2. If τ ′i2 = τi2 ,
then return Mi ← DKi(Ci) for i1 ≤ i ≤ i2.
Otherwise, return ⊥.

Figure 5 depicts the encryption procedure for a
sequence of events.

Figure 5: Encryption of the generic scheme

5. PROVABLE SECURITY OF GENERIC
COMPOSITION

The forward privacy and authenticity of the pro-
posed scheme are analyzed in the manner of
provable security.
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5.1. Results
The forward privacy of eALG is reduced to the

privacy of encryption function E, the PRF property
of keyed function F and the PRG property of
function G:
Theorem 3 (Forward Privacy of eALG): For

any adversary A against eALG, there exist
adversaries A1 against E, A2 against F and A3

against G such that

AdvfpriveALG(A) ≤
n · AdvprivE (A1) + n · AdvprfF (A2) + 2n · AdvprgG (A3) .

Each of A1 and A2 makes at most a single query
to its oracle. Each of the run times of A1, A2 and
A3 is about the run time of Expfpriv-0eALG,A.
A proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 5-2.
The forward authenticity of eALG is reduced to

the PRF property of keyed function F and the PRG
property of function G:
Theorem 4 (Forward Authenticity of eALG): Let
A be any adversary against eALG. Then, there
exist adversaries A1 against F and A2 against G
such that

AdvfautheALG(A) ≤ n·AdvprfF (A1)+2n·AdvprgG (A2)+
n+ 1

|T |
.

Each of the run times ofA1 andA2 is about the run
time of ExpfautheALG,A. A1 makes at most two queries.
A proof of Theorem 4 is given in Section 5-3.
Remark 4: The security of eALG requires the

underlying encryption scheme to be secure only
against single-query adversaries. Thus, to con-
struct eALG, we can use naive modes of oper-
ations for encryption such as CBC and CTR in
textbooks.

5.2. Proof of Theorem 3
For any adversary A, let Expfpriv-(b0,b1)eALG,A be the

experiment given in Fig. 6. Notice that Expfpriv-b0eALG,A is
the experiment Expfpriv-(b0,b1)eALG,A without the lines from
5 to 7. Then,

AdvfpriveALG(A)

=
∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-0eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-1eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-(0,0)eALG,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-(1,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-(0,0)eALG,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-(0,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣+∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-(0,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-(1,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣ .
(1)

For the term in the fourth line of Eq. (1), let
Expfsprg-b1Gen,A′ be the experiment given in Fig. 7. It
is different from Expfpriv-(b0,b1)eALG,A only in the lines 8
and 11. A′(query,Ki, Li, his) runs A with input
(query, his) and simulates EKi,Li to answer to the
queries by A. A′(try, Si, his) simply runs A with

input (try, Si, his). Then, Expfpriv-(0,b1)eALG,A is equivalent
to Expfsprg-b1Gen,A′ . Thus,∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-(0,0)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-(0,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
= AdvfsprgGen (A′) ,

where the run time of A′ is about the sum of the
run time of A and the time to compute E to answer
to the queries by A. From Theorem 2, there exists
A3 such that

AdvfsprgGen (A′) ≤ 2n · AdvprgG (A3)

and the run time of A3 is about the run time of
Expfpriv-0eALG,A.

1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Li, Si+1)← G(Si)
5: if b1 = 1 then
6: (Ki, Li) � K
7: end if
8: (phase, his)← AOb0

i (query,his)
9: i← i+ 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: b′ ← A(try, Si, his)
12: return b′

Figure 6: Expfpriv-(b0,b1)eALG,A for (b0, b1) ∈ {0, 1}2.
O0

i = EKi,Li and O1
i = $i.

1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Li, Si+1)← G(Si)
5: if b1 = 1 then
6: (Ki, Li) � K
7: end if
8: (phase, his)← A′(query,Ki, Li, his)
9: i← i+ 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: b′ ← A′(try, Si, his)
12: return b′

Figure 7: Expfsprg-b1Gen,A′ for b1 ∈ {0, 1}.

For the term in the last line of Eq. (1), the hybrid
argument is used in the standard way. Adversary
Ã against E is given in Fig. 8. Ã has oracle O,
which is either E with (K,L) � K or $. Notice
that Ã is equivalent to Expfpriv-(0,1)eALG,A if i∗ = n and
O = EK,L, and to Expfpriv-(1,1)eALG,A if i∗ = 1 and O = $.
Then,∣∣∣Pr [Expfpriv-(0,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
− Pr

[
Expfpriv-(1,1)eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
= n ·

∣∣∣Pr [ÃEK,L ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Ã$ ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣ . (2)
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The run time of Ã is about the run time of
Expfpriv-0eALG,A.
For the right-hand side of Eq. (2), let Â be an

algorithm with access to two oracles Oe and Ot.
Oe is either EK or ϖ, and Ot is either FL or ρ.
For each query, the oracle ϖ returns a uniformly
distributed random sequence of the same length
as the sequence returned by EK . For each query,
the oracle ρ returns a uniformly distributed random
element in T . Â runs Ã and simulates the oracle
O using Oe and Ot. Notice that Â makes at most
a single query to each of Oe and Ot. Then,∣∣∣Pr [ÃEK,L ⇒ 1

]
− Pr

[
Ã$ ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣Pr [ÂEK ,FL ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Âϖ,ρ ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣Pr [ÂEK ,FL ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Âϖ,FL ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣Pr [Âϖ,FL ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Âϖ,ρ ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
≤ AdvprivE (A1) + AdvprfF (A2) .

A1 is an algorithm with access to the oracle Oe. A1

runs Â and simulates FL. A2 is an algorithm with
access to the oracle Ot. A2 runs Â and simulates
ϖ. Each of the run times of A1 and A2 is about the
run time of Expfpriv-0eALG,A. This completes the proof.

1: i← 1; his← ε; i∗ � [1, n]
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Li, Si+1)← G(Si)
5: (Ki, Li) � K
6: if i < i∗ then
7: (phase, his)← AEKi,Li (query,his)
8: else if i = i∗ then
9: (phase, his)← AO(query, his)

10: else
11: (phase, his)← A$i(query,his)
12: end if
13: i← i+ 1
14: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
15: b′ ← A(try, Si, his)
16: return b′

Figure 8: Adversary Ã. O is the oracle of Ã. O
is either EK,L with (K,L) � K or $.

5.3. Proof of Theorem 4
Let Expfauth-beALG,A for b ∈ {0, 1} be the experiment

given in Fig. 9. Then, Expfauth-0eALG,A is equivalent to
ExpfautheALG,A. Thus,

AdvfautheALG(A) = Pr
[
Expfauth-0eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
.

Let Expfsprg-bGen,A′ be the experiment obtained
from Expfauth-beALG,A by replacing the line 8 with
(phase, his) ← A′(query,Ki, Li, his) and the

lines from 11 to 16 with d ← A′(try, Si, his).
A′(query,Ki, Li, his) runs A with input
(query, his) and simulates EKi,Li to answer
to the queries by A. d← A′(try, Si, his) executes
the lines from 11 to 16 of Expfauth-beALG,A. Then,

AdvfsprgGen (A′) =∣∣∣Pr [Expfauth-0eALG,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfauth-1eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣ .

Thus,

AdvfautheALG(A) ≤ Pr
[
Expfauth-1eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
+ AdvfsprgGen (A′).

(3)
The run time of A′ is about the sum of the run
time of A and time to simulate EKi,Li and verify
whether

(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τi2

)
is a successful forgery

or not. It is at most the run time of ExpfautheALG,A. From
Theorem 2, there exists an adversary A2 such that

AdvfsprgGen (A′) ≤ 2n · AdvprgG (A2) ,

where the run time of A2 is also about the run time
of ExpfautheALG,A.
For Pr

[
Expfauth-1eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
of Eq. (3), let

Expfauth
′-(b0,b1)

eALG,A be the experiment given in Fig. 10.
E[EKi ,O

b1
i ] simulates EKi,Li using EKi and the

oracle Ob1
i . O0

i = FLi and O1
i is ρi chosen

uniformly at random from all functions with the
same range and domain as FLi . Then,

Pr
[
Expfauth-1eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
= Pr

[
Expfauth

′-(1,0)
eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
≤

∣∣∣Pr [Expfauth
′-(1,0)

eALG,A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
Expfauth

′-(1,1)
eALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣∣∣
+ Pr

[
Expfauth

′-(1,1)
eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
= Advn-prfF (Ã) + Pr

[
Expfauth

′-(1,1)
eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
,

where Ã simulates Expfauth
′-(1,b1)

eALG,A with oracles
Ob1

1 ,Ob1
2 , . . . ,Ob1

n . Thus, from Theorem 1, there
exists A1 such that

Pr
[
Expfauth-1eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
≤

n · AdvprfF (A1) + Pr
[
Expfauth

′-(1,1)
eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
,

where the run time of A1 is about the run time of
Expfauth-1eALG,A and A1 makes at most two queries.
Let A3 be the algorithm given in Fig. 11. If(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
is a successful forgery, then

A3 finds a collision for some ρi or τ ′i2 ̸= τi2 and
τ ′i2 = FLi2

(τ ′i2−1, A
′
i2
, C ′

i2
), where τi2 is the tag for

the i2-th event in the query phase. Thus,

Pr
[
Expfauth

′-(1,1)
eALG,A ⇒ 1

]
≤ n+ 1

|T |
.

This completes the proof.
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1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Li, Si+1)← G(Si)
5: if b = 1 then
6: (Ki, Li) � K
7: end if
8: (phase, his)← AEKi,Li (query, his)
9: i← i+ 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)

11:
(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
← A(try, Si, his)

12: if
(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
is successful

forgery then
13: d← 1
14: else
15: d← 0
16: end if
17: return d

Figure 9: Expfauth-beALG,A for b ∈ {0, 1}

1: i← 1; his← ε
2: S1 � S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Li, Si+1)← G(Si)
5: if b0 = 1 then
6: (Ki, Li) � K
7: end if
8: (phase, his) ←
AE[EKi

,Ob1
i ](query,his)

9: i← i+ 1
10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)

11:
(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
← A(try, Si, his)

12: if
(
τ ′i1−1,R

′
[i1,i2]

, τ ′i2

)
is successful

forgery then
13: d← 1
14: else
15: d← 0
16: end if
17: return d

Figure 10: Expfauth
′-(b0,b1)

eALG,A for (b0, b1) ∈ {0, 1}2.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, audit logging schemes with for-

ward privacy and authenticity have been formal-
ized first. Then, a generic scheme have been
proposed for the event driven setting. Finally, it
has been proved that the proposed scheme meets
the security requirements.
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RVClose: Discovering Nearby-Friend
Groups in Multi-user Environment

Paul, Goutam, Senior Member, IEEE; Raizada, Shashwat; and Pandey, Vineet

Abstract—In the context of location based ser-
vices, often a user needs to learn the location of
a friend if the friend is in the vicinity. If the friend
is outside the specified neighbourhood, then the
user is not supposed to know the location of the
friend. This is the Nearby-Friend discovery problem.
All the existing works either address the problem
for two users only, or they do not scale when
applied to multi-user setting. In this paper, we for
the first time present an effective and yet compu-
tationally efficient solution that caters to multiple
users. We use techniques from Euclidean plane
geometry and graph theory to develop a secure
multi-party computation approach whereby each
user can determine the respective group of nearby-
friends without much computational overhead. The
proposed solution ensures users’ location privacy
by enforcing k-anonymity. Further, we present an
application of the underlying logic for two users
that act as provers and a semi-trusted third-party
that acts as verifier.

Index Terms—k-anonymity, Location privacy,
Multi-party Computation, Nearby-friend.

1. I

C the following scenario. In a troubled
war zone, Private Ryan’s platoon is part of

an international peace-keeping operation. His op-
eration involves patrols into zones involving armed
conflict against hostile ethnic groups. In one such
mission his platoon is trapped, ambushed and
under heavy enemy fire. Private Ryan besides
facing the enemy fire, must organize casualty
evacuation, immediately warn other soldiers in
vicinity, and also seek their assistance as they
form the closest reinforcements. In such a situa-
tion if he broadcasts the emergency message, this
information will be disseminated across the entire
force and will be received by a large number of

This is a revised and extended version of the paper
“Nearby-Friend Discovery Protocol for Multiple Users” that was
presented in PASSAT 2009. We have revised and rewrit-
ten Section 1-1 (Related Works) with new state-of-the-art
research results that have appeared after the publication of the
above conference version up to the very recent time. Further,
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are new additions in the current
version.
G. Paul is with the Cryptology and Security Research

Unit (CSRU), R. C. Bose Centre for Cryptology and Secu-
rity, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata 700 108, India. Email:
goutam.paul@isical.ac.in
S. Raizada is with the Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata 700

108, India. Email: swiftsr@gmail.com
V. Pandey is with Department of Computer Science and

Engineering, University of California, San Diego, USA. Email:
vineetp13@gmail.com

units that are in no way involved with the skirmish.
Such messages are believed to create confusion
besides adding to the communication overhead.
He thus needs a system that will keep track of
the locations of all friendly units and inform him
of the nearby ones only. Given the possibility of
being captured by the enemy it is unsafe for him
to know the location of all units. Such paradoxical
requirement of location data sharing yet ensuring
location privacy is the motivation for nearby-friend
discovery protocols.
Convergence of media has enabled the embed-

ding of location finding technologies like Global
Positioning System (GPS) into mobile devices,
paving the way for location based services that
have a paradoxical requirement of knowing a
user’s location yet ensuring the user’s privacy. The
Nearby-Friend problem [25] is one such applica-
tion that informs a user of all its friend in proximity
without revealing any information of other friends.
Existing works in public domain cater only for two
users. We propose a solution for multiple users
using location cloaking wherein a user’s location
is obscured by revealing partial location informa-
tion so that even with the best approximation, an
adversary cannot estimate it to less than k many
distinct probable points of presence making the
user k-anonymous. A single trusted location bro-
ker is required in the protocol. Partial components
of an entity’s location are revealed and used by
all users to compute the final solution in a secure-
multi party computation fashion.
If we consider the set S of users

{U1, U2, . . . , Un}, then for a user Ui, the multi-
party nearby-friend problem requires forming the
set of users gi such that
gi = {fi1, fi2, . . . , fin}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where fij = 1 if
Ui and Uj are nearby, else fij = 0.

1.1.Related Works
While much of the existing works cater to prox-

imity testing of two users at a time, our work
is first of its own kind that extends the principle
of discovering multiple nearby friends at a given
time by a single user, without much computational
overhead.
Zhong et al. [25] proposed the Louis, Lester

and Pierre protocol for finding nearby-friends in a
two party scenario. Gupta et al. [6] have claimed
to have found flaws in the Louis protocol and
proposed certain modifications. Liu and Gedik
[5] have introduced k-anonymity using spatial
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and temporal cloaking and provided customiz-
able anonymity levels, a feature of our work as
well. Chatterjee et al. [1] have proposed another
protocol resembling a Diffie-Hellman type of key
exchange [3].
A number of smart-phone applications have

sprung towards providing location based services,
but their privacy considerations are unavailable
in open literature. Google and CMU had joined
the fray, with their Latitude [11] and Locaccino
[16] services which were direct implementations of
nearby-friend, but both were shut down in 2013.
On the other hand, “Find My Friends” is an appli-
cation and service for iOS developed by Apple Inc.
in 2011 and so far it has survived several version
updates.
A recent work [8] addresses proximity-based

privacy challenge for multiple users. It is based
on geo-indistinguishability, differential privacy prin-
ciples and encryption techniques. While, it is re-
ferred to as “honest-but-curious” service provider
(SP), yet the user shares its generated symmetric
key with the SP which can be of potential risk. Our
work on the contrary, does not share critical infor-
mation with the server that could be vulnerable in
the long run.
Currently, much work revolve around the use

of Homomorphic encryption techniques and Pail-
lier cryptosystem to address nearby friend dis-
covery problems ([12],[19],[7],[21],[4]). However,
the techniques are computationally expensive and
are not suitable for resource-constrained devices.
Ciphertexts in homomorphic encryptions are much
larger than the plaintexts, thereby increasing com-
munication overhead. Given our scenario of mul-
tiple parties, such mechanism shall require high
computational power. Our technique uses a very
simple yet effective technique to address the chal-
lenge.
In [2], the technique utilises WiFi Direct Tech-

nology and thus is not be feasible for non-WiFi
users as well as in domains where there exists
no WiFi. Further, it requires intensive key man-
agement schemes to address a multiple parties
scenario. Our mechanism on the other hand, is
feasible in varying network architecture and caters
to multiple parties without hassles of a key man-
agement scheme. In [14], the users must reveal
the slope that are relevant to zones they belong to.
Such disclosure has potential risk. Our technique
reveals only the Hash value of proximity distance
along with a user ID (which is globally known) for
necessary computation. Such information sharing
is not vulnerable. [15], provides a protocol for
device discovery and recognition via short range
radio. Again, such mechanism is unlikely to cater
to a large span of area and key management will
need to be extensive to cater to multiple parties.
[24], use location tagging for proximity test, how-
ever extraction of location tags from packets have
risks of information leakage. [20] uses key man-
agement mechanisms for proximity testing. Such

mechanisms again, need elaborate and scalable
architecture to sustain multiple parties interaction.

2. S I S
Like other protocols in this area, services like

authentication and secure communication channel
are presumed to be existing a priori.
The solution considers the implementation

topology to be a two-dimensional grid, where
zones are represented by squares. The geomet-
ric center coordinates (a pair of the form of the
square are used for computation by users located
anywhere in the square.

2.1. Definitions and Notations
Grid overview. The following terms are used in the
paper:
• Grid: Refers to the deployment area modeled
as a two-dimensional plane that is divided into
squares of equal area. All users are located
in this grid.

• Center-point: The geometric center of a
square in the grid is its center-point which rep-
resents any point inside that square. Hence all
points in a particular square are considered to
be equivalent.

• Nearby region for a user : The square occu-
pied by the user.

• Nearby-friend: Uj is said to be a nearby-friend
of Ui if they both lie in the same square.

• Global Fixed Reference point: A point Pg

which is the same for all the users.
• User Chosen Reference point: A point Pj

which is uniquely determined for each Uj .
Anonymity Factors.
• k-anonymity index: A value chosen by each
user Ui which provides for privacy protection
by guaranteeing that with the amount of loca-
tion information revealed, the adversary will
only be able to approximate its position to at
least k points.

• Privacy Factor : Denoted by m, this value is
used for forming coarse grain nearby-user
groups.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the grid structure.
Notation.
• S1

i : Coarse Grain Nearby Users (Potential
nearby-friends of user Ui after preprocess
step).

• S2
i : Fine Grain Nearby Users (Potential

nearby-friends of user Ui after refine step).
• S3

i : Final Nearby Users (Nearby-friends of
user Ui after determine step).

• si : Random salt as selected by user Ui.
• dgi : Distance of User Ui from global reference
point Pg.

• dji : Distance of User Ui from Point Pj .
• qi : The order of user Ui which is equal to

⌈dgi /m⌉.
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Figure 1: Grid overview

• rgi : Modular distance of User Ui from Point
Pg calculated as dgi mod m.

• TS : Semi Trusted Third-party.
• H : {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}l: Hash function.
• Ii : Identity of user Ui.

2.2.Secure Distance Comparison Function
Secure distance comparison solves the follow-

ing problem: two users Ui and Uj are at distances
vali and valj respectively from a point Pi selected
by Ui. Given the coordinates of Pi, the user Uj

must ascertain whether Ui and itself are equidis-
tant from Pi, i.e., whether vali is equal to valj
without learning the location of Ui.
The following procedure is adapted. User Ui

generates a random salt si and computes H(si,
Ii, vali). Ui next transmits Pi, si and H(si, Ii, vali)
to Uj who in turn computes its distance valj from
Pi and computes H(si, Ii, valj). The two users
are equidistant from Pi if H(si, Ii, vali) = H(si, Ii,
valj)

Ui −→ Uj : si,Pi, H(si, Ii, vali)
Uj : computes H(si, Ii, valj)
if(H(si, Ii, vali) = H(si, Ii, valj))

say equidistant else notclose

User Uj only learns whether Ui and itself are
equidistant from Pi in the event of the two H
values being the same. However, if the two H
values are not same, it becomes explicitly clear
that Uj and Ui cannot be nearby-friends. In such
a case, Uj is not privy to vali. The only way
it can compute vali is by finding the pre-image
of the hash value. The random salt si has been
introduced to thwart a table look-up type of attack.
Despite all these measures, even if the adversary
is able to find vali the protocol is built to account
for k-anonymity.

3. RVC P
The protocol derives its name from ‘RV’, which

is the military-acronym of ‘rendezvous’; it may also
be read as a question “Are We Close?”. Thus
the name signifies identification of proximity for a
potential meeting.

3.1. Main Idea
A point on a plane can be precisely deter-

mined by its distance from three non-collinear
known points using triangulation technique. Thus,
co-located users are equidistant from three non-
collinear reference points. In this protocol, each
party indicates its distance from a distinct point
and the other users check whether their distances
from that point are the same and accordingly
inform the semi-trusted third-party. Two users in-
forming the third-party of a match in their dis-
tances, with reference to the points indicated by
each other, is indicative of the fact that they might
be nearby. Geometrically the users will be at the
points of intersection of two circles drawn using the
fixed points as the center and the radial distance
from the user as the radius. Such circles intersect
in at-most two points and so the users may be
either close-by or at alternate points of intersection
(not close-by) and a dual point resolution mech-
anism is used to solve the ambiguity. Thus of
the three radial distances used to determine a
location, the first is used to obtain a course-grain
identification of nearby-friends, while the second
and third are used intuitively to establish proximity.
An algorithm based on graph theory for finding
maximal cliques is presented to ensure polynomial
time computation at the trusted third party.

3.2. Protocol Description
Protocol has two distinct implementation

phases, first being protocol initialization, in which
the users and the semi-trusted third-party form
groups of nearby users followed by protocol
operations phase, which caters to changes in
existing user’s motion and entry of new users.

3.3. Protocol Initialization
The Protocol Initialization consists of the follow-

ing three steps:
Preprocess step: all the users form a coarse grain
nearby-friend set S1

i , after matching modular dis-
tances from a fixed point Pg.
Refine step: each user Ui processes S1

i to form a
fine grain nearby-friend set S2

i consisting of users
Uj which have the same distance from Pj as Ui.
Determine step: TS receives S2

i from each user Ui

and computes the final nearby-friend group S3
i .

Preprocess. There is a global reference point Pg

and a privacy factor m for a given region in which
all the users are present. The user Ui calculates
its distance from Pg as dgi and then calculates its
rgi and qi values using the formula:

rgi = dgi mod m and qi = ⌈dgi /m⌉
He broadcasts the value rgi to all users.

Ui −→All users Uj : rgi
Similarly, the user Ui receives such values as

broadcasted by other users, and compares the
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Figure 2: Illustrating Theorem 3.1

received rgj values with its rgi value for a match.
The matched values form a coarse grain user-set
S1
i of the possible nearby-friends of user Ui. The

advantage of preprocessing is that it reduces the
number of potential nearby-friends. User Ui carries
out the next stages of the protocol only for this set
of users of size η, which is less than n. Refine.
After the preprocessing step, each user forms

its coarse grain nearby user set S1
i consisting

of users with the same rgi . Every user Ui se-
lects a User Chosen Reference point Pi at a
distance ≥ (kim)/4 (Theorem 3.1 establishes how
k-anonymity is ensured) and sends this to all
users Uj in S1

i , and receives their Pj values. Ui

then checks if any Pj , Pi and global reference
point Pg are lying on the same line (three points
p1, p2, p3 are collinear if and only if the slope(p1, p2)
= slope(p1, p3)). If this is the case, then Ui changes
its point Pi and sends this to all users in S1

i . User
Ui computes its distance dii from Pi, chooses a
random salt si and initiates the secure distance
comparison function with other members of S1

i
with vali = dii. It then receives the respective data
from all other users Uj in S1

i .

Ui −→ S1
i : (Pi, si, H(si, Ii, vali))

Every user Uj in S1
i who gets a match in the se-

cure distance comparison function with the values
of Ui, adds Ui to its S2

j . Similarly, Ui creates its set
of fine grain nearby users S2

i . This forms the basis
of secure multi-party computation where all the
players hold private inputs (whether other users
are potential nearby-friends) and want to further
ascertain whether they are actually nearby.
Introducing anonymity: k-anonymity refers to

an item being indistinguishable from (k-1) other
items.
Theorem 3.1: With the knowledge of the points

Pg, Pi along with the values rgi , dii pertaining user
Ui, one can estimate its position to not less than
k = (4dii)/m locations.
In Fig. 2, dii is the radius of the circle centered at
Pi. There is a set of concentric circles C with center
at Pg each with radius r that satisfies equation rgi =
r mod m. Thus the distance between successive
circles concentric circle is equal to privacyfactor
m. I1 to I4 are the intersections of the diameter
(on the line joining the centers) with the circles in

C. Distance between two consecutive intersections
on the diameter is m and so the number of such
intersections is (2dii)/m. Hence, the number of
intersections on the circle perimeter would be
twice this number, which should be equal to the
anonymity factor k. Thus, a user Ui, seeking to be
k anonymous, will have to select its point Pi at a
distance ≥ (kim)/4.
Every user Ui knows that itself and Uj (∈ S2

i )
are equidistant from Pj , which means that they lie
on a circle with Pj as the center and radius = dji .
Since rgi = rgj from pre processing step, the two
users can be located anywhere on the circles with
radius = αm +rgi , where α ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }.
The intersection of this set of concentric circles
with the circle centered at Pj gives at least k
points, where the value of k is decided by the user
(from Theorem 3.1). Hence the position of Ui or
Uj on the circle is obscured in k-anonymity for the
other. For example, in Fig. 2, there are 8 such
points. At the end of refine step, Ui sends the set
S2
i to TS .

Ui −→ TS : S2
i

Preprocess. Determine:
The semi trusted third-party TS has now re-

ceived fine grain nearby-friend sets S2
i of all users.

Thus for each user, TS knows the list of users
which might be in close proximity to them. We find
a set U of all users Uk who are present in both S2

i
and S2

j and hence potential nearby-friends of Ui

and Uj . We then proceed to check if all users Uk

in U are nearby-friends using their S2
k. To extend

this to multiple users, we apply a graph-theoretic
approach described below.
Finding groups of nearby-friends: TS con-

structs an undirected graph G, where nodes repre-
sent users and an edge connects Ui and Uj if and
only if Ui ∈ S2

j and Uj ∈ S2
i . Each group of nearby-

friends forms a maximal clique. In general, finding
all cliques of a graph is an NP-complete problem
[10]. Fortunately, the graph G turns out to be a
special graph for which we can devise an efficient
algorithm, which we call FindFriendCliques. As per
our grid structure, a user cannot belong to two
different nearby-friend groups simultaneously. So
in our graphs, no two maximal cliques share a
common edge. Each non-clique edge (we call it a
false edge) either connects two maximal cliques
or a maximal clique with a single vertex which
is not a member of any nearby-friend group. The
main idea is to color all edges black initially; and
at each iteration, randomly pick a black edge and
find the maximal clique in which this edge belongs.
If we are able to determine such a clique, then we
colour the clique edges white. If not, we let the
edge be coloured grey. Also, all edges incident on
a clique from vertices lying outside the clique are
labelled red signifying false edges. At the end of
the algorithm, grey edges denote clique edges for
isolated cliques of size 2 and white edges denote
clique edges for cliques of size more than 2.
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For any vertex v, let N(v) denote the neighbour-
ing vertices of v.
Algorithm 1: FindFriendCliques
Input: Graph G constructed by TS .
Output: All maximal cliques in the graph.
(Initialization) Mark all edges as black;
while count of black edges > 0 do

Arbitrarily select a black edge e = {va, vb};
Set Iab = N(va) ∩N(vb);
if Iab is empty then

Mark the edge e as grey;
else

Form Maximal clique C = Iab ∪ {va} ∪ {vb};
Mark e as white, ∀ e ∈ C;
Mark e′ as red, ∀ e′ incident on C;

Lemma 3.1: During the execution of FindFrnd-
Cliques, the set Iab always forms a clique.
If Iab is empty or has only one node, then Iab is triv-
ially a clique. So, we can assume that |Iab| >= 2.
Suppose Iab contains two nodes x and y such that
there is no edge between x and y. Thus, nodes va,
vb and x are part of some maximal clique C1, while
nodes va, vb and y are part of a different maximal
clique C2. (Since there is no edge between x and
y, they can’t be part of the same clique.) This is
a contradiction since cliques C1 and C2 share the
edge {va, vb}. (Recall that the graph G has the
property that no two maximal cliques can share
an edge.) Therefore, the nodes in Iab must form a
clique.
Theorem 3.2: The worst case time complexity

of FindFriendCliques algorithm is O(n2), where n
is the number of users.
We assume that the graph is stored as an n×n ad-
jacency matrix. Then finding the intersection takes
O(n) time. Moreover, from Lemma 3.1, Iab always
forms a clique. Thus, the number of iterations of
the while loop is O(n) and each iteration takes
only O(n) time, giving the algorithm a worst case
running time of O(n2).
Dual point confusion resolution: Circles cen-

tered at points Pi and Pj intersect on at most two
points with the possibility of Ui and Uj lying on
alternate points of intersection. Due to this dual-
point confusion for all cliques of size 2 there is a
chance of false alarms being raised. This does not
happen for a clique of size > 2 as three or more
user defined points uniquely identify a location.
For two users Ui and Uj in a clique of size 2,
we propose the following correction using their
distances dgi and dgj from global reference point
Pg.
Different dgi : If dgi ̸= dgj , then Ui and Uj lie at
different distance from Pg. Since rgi = rgj , this can
be checked using the order value qi. If qi = qj , then
Ui and Uj are nearby-friends, else not.
Same dgi : For d

g
i = dgj , users may be nearby. We

preempt this problem by using the collinearity con-
dition while choosing the user chosen reference
points. If users located at distinct locations are
equidistant from three defined points, then these

Figure 3: Illustrating Lemma 3.2

points would be collinear following Corollary 3.1.
Lemma 3.2: If a circle passes through the inter-

sections of two given circles, then the centers of
the three circles have to lie on the same line.
Refer to Fig. 3. Circles C1 and C2 intersect at
points I1 and I2. Hence the line joining P1 and
P2 is the perpendicular bisector of the common
chord I1I2. If a third circle C3 passes through I1
and I2, then the line joining P3 and P1 would also
be the perpendicular bisector chord I1I2. Since the
perpendicular bisector of a line segment is unique,
the result follows.
Corollary 3.1: The centers of three circles are

collinear if and only if the circles have a total of
exactly two intersection points.
TS generates a random salt sT and sends it to

users Ui and Uj who in turn return H(sT , qi) and
H(sT , qj) respectively. If the two values match,
then the Ui and Uj are nearby else not. This
resolves dual point confusion and S3

i is generated
as the final solution.

TS −→ Ui: (S3
i )

3.4. Protocol Operations
Post initialization, the existing users are aware

of their nearby-friends and the protocol operations
commence which comprise of the following tasks.
Node Movement. When a node leaves its grid po-
sition, it must immediately inform TS failing which
it would imply that the system considers the user
to exist at the last known position. TS broadcasts
the ID Ij of the user Uj that leaves the grid. Users
having the ID in their S3

i list would remove the user
from their list. Such a user must reinitialize itself
upon reaching its new grid position.
Re-initialization. This is performed when a new
node joins the grid or an existing node has moved
to a new position. The incoming node Uk com-
putes its rgk and sends it to TS . Then TS forms
a set of potential nearby-friends, by taking one
member from each of the established nearby-sets
S3
i that have the same radius rgk. TS directs the

selected members to commence the secure dis-
tance comparison by transmitting their respective
si, Pi and H(si, Ii, vali) to Uk. The incoming user
Uk checks if a user Ui and itself are equidistant to
Ui’s user-defined point Pi. If there isn’t a match
then user Uk does not have any nearby-friend.
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Upon finding such a match, Uk initiates a secure
distance comparison by transmitting sk, Pk and
H(sk, Ik, valk) to such users. The existing users
establish whether point Pk is equidistant to Uk

and itself. They report a match to TS who in
turn performs a dual-point confusion check and
thereafter, places Uk in the pre-existing set of the
matched user. It next informs all members of the
group regarding the presence of a new user Uk

and also informs Uk about other group members.
In practice if an incoming user Uk spots a friend

Ui nearby, it can bypass above steps by informing
TS about it. TS would ascertain the set S3

i of Ui and
thereafter deputes one member Uj to commence
secure distance comparison with Uk. If Uk and Uj

confirm that they are equidistant from Pj and Pk

then TS does a dual point confusion check and
includes Uk into the set S3

i . This communication
requires a constant steps and thus the cost of
addition of new nodes in the grid is O(1).
Truant Node Detection.
If a user Ui spots another node Ut in its vicinity

but not in its set S3
i , it alerts TS who ascertains

whether Ut exists in any other list. If it does, it
is classified as a truant node, i.e., a node absent
from its original position.

4. E S A
4.1. Efficiency Analysis
Communication. The number of messages broad-
casted in preprocessing is n, which results in
formation of smaller user-sets of maximum size
η (say), where η ≪ n. In refine step, each user Ui

send its fixed point Pi to S1
i in total nη messages.

After this, the secure distance comparison is per-
formed and it takes n steps. At the end of refine
step, total n steps are needed to send S2

i to TS .
At the end of the next step, TS informs all users
regarding their friend sets in n steps. Hence the
total number of steps in our protocol is 3n + nη
which is O(nη). Both the actual number of steps
as well as the order is a significant improvement
over existing protocols when scaled for multi-user
scenario.

Protocol RV Close Louis Lester
Third-party Yes Yes -

Communication steps 3n+ nη 6n2 2n2

Communication overhead of different protocols

Computation. All nodes perform secure distance
computation nη times, and check points for
collinearity in O(η) time hence the complexity is
O(nη). TS finds maximal cliques in graph G in
O(n2) time.
Privacy factor m and Performance. The privacy
factor m must be carefully selected as it largely
affects the overall efficiency. A large m yields
smaller course grain refinement thereby resulting
in lesser computation. However m is constrained
by the grid block size. The selection of m is
dependent on the number of users and network

Figure 4: User-set maximum size (η) vs privacy
factor (m)

topology. In our work, we simulated diverse de-
ployment scenarios for n users and were able to
build course grain user-sets S1

i of maximum size
η = n

11
16 , which significantly reduces the number of

computations for large n. Fig. 4 shows simulation
results using 216 users randomly spread over a
256×256 square unit grid. The impact of a change
in m, which varied from 1 to 255, on the maximum
users-et size η was observed.
When the value of m is very small, user-set

size (η) is very high. As the value of m increases,
η falls sharply and for m = 27, η ≈ 2500 as
a lone worst case. Hence η

n ≈ 0.04. The sharp
fall of user-set size with increase in privacy factor
value ensure performance enhancement as the
successive calculations by each user would be
performed for η users and not n users.

4.2. Security Analysis
Honest Users. Like other privacy protocols,
users are considered honest yet curious and
they only try to learn others’ positions using the
data legitimately exchanged during the normal
protocol working. However, if a user pretends to
be at a different grid point, it will form an entirely
wrong set of nearby-friends and would risk
being classified as a truant user. If a truant user
attempts to do this at small intervals for different
grid, the semi-trusted third-party can observe
the pattern and infer that the user is not acting
genuinely. In the secure distance computation,
user Ui’s distance dii from a fixed point Pi in
hashed format H(si, Ii, dii) is known to others.
The pre-image of this hash value is essential to
obtain dii. Even if dii is known, user Ui continues
to be obscured across k anonymous positions.

Semi Trusted Third Party. TS possesses the fol-
lowing information regarding all users: Pg, m, S2

i
and S3

i . TS never receives the actual positions, so
it can only form groups of nearby-friends.
Adversary. All communication happens between
users and TS over an authenticated and secure
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channel. An adversary must circumvent the ex-
isting authentication and confidentiality schemes
by masquerading as a legitimate node, say Ua.
Thereafter following the protocol operations Ua

can only ascertain users who are its nearby-friend
(user-set S1

a). It however will be caught the mo-
ment original Ua enters the protocol.

5. A A T - S
We elucidate the solution by showing an ap-

plication for the two-party nearby-friend problem.
Here two friends Alice and Bob as provers want
to establish whether they are nearby with the
help of a trusted third-party Trent as verifier who
must not learn any details. We do not assume the
existence of an authenticated and secure environ-
ment, hence a public key cryptosystem is used.

5.1. Notation
DT : Decryption by Trent using his private key
sU : Random salt generated by user U
Pi : Random points chosen by Trent
h : hash function {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}l
HU : Hashed value for user U
ET : Encryption using Trent’s public key
VU : Value for user U sent over the network
dUi : Distance of user U from point Pi

∥ : Concatenation function

Alice −→ Bob: sA
Bob −→ Alice: sB
Trent −→ Alice, Bob: P1 P2

Alice: HA = (h(dA1 +sA) ∥ h(dA2 +sB))
Bob : HB = (h(dB2 +sB) ∥ h(dB1 +sA))
Alice −→ Trent: VAlice = ET (HA)
Bob −→ Trent: VBob = ET (HB)
Trent: DT (VAlice)
Trent: DT (VBob)
Trent: Compare (HA, HB)
Trent −→ Alice, Bob: Yes/No

5.2. Description
In our solution, we have two runs of the protocol.

The second run is called for only in case of a
match in the first run.
Alice and Bob generate random salts (sA, sB)

and exchange it with each other. They are next
sent the location of two distinct points P1 and P2 by
Trent. Alice (resp. Bob) calculates her (resp. his)
distance from the given points: dA1 and dA2 (resp.
dB1 and dB2 ). Alice then computes HA = (h(dA1 +sA)
∥ h(dA2 +sB)). Bob does a similar computation with
a minor difference. Bob does the concatenation
operation in reverse order to generate HB = (h(dB2
+sB) ∥ h(dB1 +sA)). Alice (resp. Bob) then encrypts
this value using Trent’s public key and transmits it
to Trent who decrypts the received messages and
finds HA and HB .

Since both Alice and Bob are using the same
encryption operation, it is essential to change the
plaintext because if Alice is able to read the value
being sent by Bob, then she can alter her HA

value to pass the same ciphertext which will be
decrypted by Trent to find a match thereby result-
ing in a false conclusion. Hence, the change in
order is necessary to prevent man in the middle
attack by one of the provers.
Trent proceeds to separate the two hashed

values contained in HA, since it knows the hash
family and hence the length of the digest being
used. Trent then compares the first hash value
contained in HA with second hash value of HB

and vice versa. If the two values do not match then
the users are not collocated. However in case of
a match, the two users may not exist at the same
point (as explained further) and the process would
be executed once more to ensure.
In the next run, Trent sends two points P3 and P4

which are not collinear with P1 and P2. If there is a
match at the end of Run II as well, then Alice and
Bob are nearby, else not. Though Run II happens
whenever Run I generates a match, it is required
essentially only when both P1 and P2 lie on the
perpendicular bisector of distinct locations of Alice
and Bob. Since the points Pi are randomly chosen,
the probability of this event is very small. In all
other cases, Run II becomes a check.
The solution was checked using SHA-256 as

hash and 1024 bit RSA as public key cryptosys-
tem. Two 256 bit hash digest were concatenated
and encrypted using 1024 bit RSA encryption. This
resulted in a single block encryption.

6. C
The solution incorporates inputs and calcula-

tions from all users and is a secure multi-party
computation. Geometry has been intuitively used
to establish both co-location and uncertainty. Sim-
ple functions like secure distance comparison etc.
makes it easy to implement on low end devices.
The polynomial time algorithm to locate maximal
cliques reduces computation load on Ts. Simu-
lations have demonstrated that the protocol is
sufficiently fast to be practical. The operations
used are secure and computationally lighter than
those of the existing protocols. This work is the
first to tackle nearby-friend problem in the multi-
user scenario.
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War in 1s and 0s: Framing the Lexicon for
the Digital Age
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Abstract—This article attempts to place the dis-
cussion of cyberwarfare in terms familiar to military
commanders, planners, practitioners, and students.
Presenting the concepts in these common terms
facilitates discussion on the usage of cyber capa-
bilities in support of national/military ends, while
drawing distinctions between conventional opera-
tions and their cyber counterparts. The intent is to
demystify cyber-means for military professionals,
while demonstrating its operational relevance and
considerations associated with their employment.
Ideally, by describing functional parallels between
traditional military operations and cyber activities,
baseline considerations may be drawn that sup-
port a more informed discussion of strategy in
the information age. Moreover, discussing cyber
capabilities in an operational context should assist
in identifying opportunities for employment, leading
to the operationalization of cyber capabilities, and
making those capabilities applicable to more than
Combatant Commanders. The paper relates cyber
considerations in terms of Defend, Reinforce, At-
tack, Withdraw, Delay, and Employ Restricted Capa-
bilities (DRAW-DE), making the topic more broadly
relevant to military practitioners. This work makes
use of commonly accessible examples, rudimentary
military concepts, and established references from
the realm of cyber conflict. While network defense
operations carry their own level of specific con-
siderations, an inability to discuss network consid-
erations in terms of traditional military operations
has created some difficulties in planning and exe-
cution. By framing network operations in terms of
their effects vis-à-vis traditional military operations,
and then identifying the underlying concepts that
restrict their use, the intent is to place the field
of study in accessible terms. By placing network
operations in accessible terms, they should be
more broadly embraced as operationally relevant to
Commanders and planners alike, and their consid-
erations will be more easily folded into traditional
actions. The article is based on studies conducted
at the Anthony G. Oettinger School at NIU, and
founded on years of experience in matters appro-
priate to the field of study. The views expressed
do not reflect the official policy or position of the
National Intelligence University, the Department of
Defense, the U.S. Intelligence Community, or the
U.S. Government.
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1. DRAW-DE M A
The obsession with the role of computer net-

works as a means of enabling combat is prob-
lematic. It is hard to deny that computers can be
used to create intended consequences for others.
Nevertheless, cyber capabilities stand in sharp
contrast to conventional weapons in both develop-
ment and employment. Because of the challenges
associated with cyber considerations, conversa-
tions on cyber enabled information operations
quickly mire in abstraction and frustration. Ideally,
by drawing functional parallels between traditional
military operations and cyber activities, baseline
considerations may be drawn that support a more
informed discussion of strategy in the information
age. Moreover, discussing cyber capabilities in
an operational context should assist in identifying
opportunities for employment, leading to the op-
erationalization of cyber capabilities, and making
those capabilities applicable to more than Com-
batant Commanders. Thus far most commentaries
on cyber capabilities and conflict have gravitated
toward the idea of deterrence, implying that cyber
capabilities are largely strategic in nature. This has
had the effect of driving the discussion toward ab-
straction, detracting from the sense that cyber ca-
pabilities could have real operational implications.
Placing cyber considerations in terms of Defend,
Reinforce, Attack, Withdraw, Delay, and Employ
Restricted Capabilities (e.g. DRAW-DE) focus can
be shifted away from the abstraction of deterrence,
making the topic more broadly relevant to military
practitioners. By embracing cyber as operationally
relevant within the Department of Defense, light
can be shed on an exposed flank allowing Com-
manders, planners, and military professionals to
better address the associated implications.

2. D
Network defense is the most easily accessible

concept within the cyber realm, largely because
most people are readily aware of the threat to
their personal data posed by malware. While it
is easy to think of network defense in terms of
external threats, cyber defense has the added
challenge of addressing the threat posed from
within (Durbin 2014; Zetter 2015). It has been
reasonably established that, whether intentional or
not, cyber crime is routinely enabled by poor se-
curity practices on the part of the individual. These
poor practices constitute a constant insider threat
as malicious actors wait in the wings to exploit
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opportunities offered by inattentive actions. This is
what separates cyber defense activities from con-
ventional defense operations; the constant state
of preparedness that must be associated with
cyber defense. Where conventional defense op-
erations demand enormous attention during war,
in peacetime they are largely relegated to an
afterthought. Meanwhile, the constant demand for
network connectivity in support of day-to-day op-
erations spanning the globe creates a continuous
perimeter demanding defense, both during war
and in peacetime. Under conventional conditions,
a strong defense is supported by two principle
characteristics: a collective sense of security and
physical observation of the defensive area. With
the risk of life or limb at stake, everyone becomes
readily aware of the potential risks posed, and
immediately readies to ensure the safety of the
collective. This results in a tendency to collec-
tively hold others accountable for their inattentive
nature, given the perceived risk to self. Similarly,
the ability to see the defensive perimeter or ob-
serve poor practices aids in the speedy address of
shortfalls in a defensive posture. In terms of cyber
defense none of this is readily true. Rarely does
the collective feel as though their safety is at risk
because of a poor password or lax network prac-
tices of others (AP 2014), and few people are in
a position to observe risky behavior on a network.
Unfortunately because of these failings the news is
routinely filled with reports like the Sony intrusion
or the OPM breach (Rushe, 2015). The paradox
of conflict under conditions of informationalization
(Xinhua, 2015) is that the adage of ’the best
defense is a good offense’ may no longer be true.
Open networks create conditions that are ripe for
exploitation, which in turn undermines the ability
to launch any offensive measures later. Effectively
network defense becomes the information opera-
tions version of forward presence patrols at sea
to facilitate freedom of access. Without the ability
to make free use of the network supporting oper-
ations, all network-enabled military activities are
hampered. Consequently by prioritizing network
defense the freedom of maneuver is protected,
fostering all subsequent operations.

3. R ...
R

While the ’R’ in DRAW-DE is traditionally Re-
inforce, in terms of cyber capabilities Reconnais-
sance may be more befit. Historically the ability to
move reinforcements has been assured by either
dominance over the given battlespace, or by the
uncontested nature of the space easing the move
of reinforcements. This has allowed the shift of
assets necessary to support a selected opera-
tional arm during conventional operations. On the
other hand, freedom of movement as associated
with information operations is more akin to the
uninterrupted use of the information space. This
then suggests that reinforcing a problem area in a

network may be likened to shifting personnel to
address a network security issue. Unfortunately
while personnel can be shifted to address a net-
work security problem, it has been established that
the law of diminishing returns applies to IT matters
(Korsunsky & Korsunsky, 2012). This undercuts
the idea that information operations can be re-
inforced in a traditional sense. Then again, rein-
forcement as conducted by information operations
is arguably a viable concept. This assumes that,
vice a short term inject of capability, information
operations are used as a supporting arm to a given
operation or unit. Unfortunately given the back-
ground support and the general understanding of
the target necessary for information operations to
be successful, this version of Reinforcement may
be the wrong operational parallel for use in the cy-
ber version of DRAW-DE. In keeping the idea that
Reconnaissance may be a better representation
in terms of network security is offered.

Network defenders routinely monitor activity as
a means of providing security to the operating
space. While this activity could be likened to a
defensive security patrol, by moving to actively
identify the source of suspicious activity the action
may be likened to reconnaissance via network
exploitation. Much like during conventional oper-
ations, the skills necessary to identify suspicious
activity on a network are generally less demanding
than the follow-on step of threat attribution. The
shift from routine observation to the more demand-
ing identification of both a potential threat and its
source leads to the use of reconnaissance as a
parallel. The second order benefit to identifying
reconnaissance via network exploitation as the ’R’
in this discussion of DRAW-DE is in highlighting
its value to the Commander as a decision maker.
During conventional operations, Commanders are
accustomed to planning for reconnaissance as
a means of developing their environment. Sim-
ilarly, when illicit actors are targeting computer
networks, they begin by conducting network ex-
ploitation activities as a means of developing their
operating environment. This development of the
cyber environment takes time if it’s intended to go
undetected, and more time if the network has yet
to be adequately portrayed. While much is made of
an identified intrusion when discovered or reported
in the media, little attention has been invested in
the network exploitation necessary to facilitate that
intrusion. If cyber capabilities are going to ever
become operationally relevant, Commanders and
planners will need to embrace and anticipate the
reconnaissance aspect of cyber in support of their
objectives.

4. A

What constitutes a cyber attack is a contested
matter. Because there are no established interna-
tional norms for computer activity, cyber intrusions
are traditionally handled in terms of domestic law
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appropriate to the effected country. This effec-
tively establishes what is understood as ’a cyber
attack’ as a domestic crime, vice an attack in
the conventional sense. Efforts have been made
to establish international norms but, while these
recommended norms create a viable framework,
they have yet to be embraced by members of
the UN Security Council or broadly inducted into
national policy measures. The definition of attack
for this discussion will be drawn from the Tallinn
Manual (Schmitt, 2013), the international law ef-
fort to address cyber warfare as supported by
NATO. As established within the manual, a cyber
attack is constituted by an action that specifically
results in physical destruction. This means that
the defacement of websites or a Distributed De-
nial of Service (DDOS) does not constitute an
attack. Moreover, while the loss of data during
the Sony hack would constitute a crime, it would
not constitute an attack unless there was physical
damage done to the network or its computers. In
keeping perhaps the best example of a legitimate
cyber attack would be the attacks on the German
steel works that resulted in physical damage to
the plant (Zetter, 2015; Becker, 2015). Framing a
cyber attack as only including actions that result
in physical damage at a selected site muddies
the field because, by this definition, most actions
commonly referred to as cyber attacks aren’t. Most
cyber actions create effects that range from the
destruction of data (e.g. the Sony Hack) to the loss
of service (e.g. the DDOS that preceded actions
in the Crimea), both of which ’feel’ as though they
should be classified as an attack. Because the
definition set within the Tallinn Manual was based
on Law of Armed Conflict, limits were established
on what would constitute an attack in keeping with
the definition of an attack within conventional oper-
ations. To this end cyber activities more often take
on characteristics that parallel delay operations
or area denial activities when measured against
traditional military operations.

5. D
Considering ”delay” suggests that, by taking an

effects based approach to defining capabilities,
cyber actions have more in common with suppres-
sive fires than they do with conventional attacks.
Based purely on effects on the battlespace, the
inability to make use of the information space due
to hostile actions is tantamount to suppressive fire.
Much like a machine gun raked field, a region or
element affected by a DDOS finds itself restricted
in its actions and unable to make full use of normal
capabilities. Similarly the use of disinformation or
propaganda may be likened to the use of chaff
and flare, given their ability to detract from target
acquisition . Both of these actions result in a denial
of capability hence their association with the tra-
ditional Delay actions within DRAW-DE, and this
may be the great lesson in observing the effects
of cyber actions: that the majority of active cyber

actions principally function as delaying actions. In
conventional terms a delaying operation will not
destroy an army, but it may slow it long enough for
opposition elements to better position themselves
and as a result the delay might contribute to the
overall victory by weakening the delayed force. If
cyber operations most closely mirror delay opera-
tions, it then follows that a cyber threat may pose
dire consequences but those consequences are
influential, and not existential in their own right.
At the national or theater level, the compromise
of a system by cyber means could upset the
normal function of the targeted network/system.
But this weakening would not constitute an exis-
tential threat because the physical infrastructure
still exists, creating the opportunity to reconsti-
tute the capability on a shorter timeline than if
the infrastructure was destroyed. The traditional
examples of a high-level cyber attacks center on
the collapse of national infrastructure, typically the
power grid or communications networks. It should
be noted that while costly in the short term, cyber
effects against either network resulting in the loss
of function would constitute a draw on resources
or a weakening the collective, but would not in-
herently imply the collapse of a nation, society,
or military. Effectively both delaying actions and
cyber actions are perhaps best described in terms
of an infection. Much like a cold or a low grade
infection, they may weaken a healthy body but
they may not have any long term repercussions
if they occur alone. Unfortunately much like a low
grade infection, if associated with a higher threat
to the system, the system could collapse. In terms
of information actions this can be demonstrated by
the spread of extremist ideologies in North Africa,
a political environment that was already suffering.
While the extremist ideologies were problematic,
when introduced to a political climate that was
already unstable they capitalized on the state’s
inability to respond in an appropriate manner.
Even though the respective states still exist, their
societies are suffering the effects of delayed gov-
ernment functionality and the subsequent weak-
ening of the state.

6. W
While military concerns surrounding cyber ac-

tivities may gravitate toward the effects associ-
ated with Attack or Delay, in terms of traditional
military operations Withdrawal may in fact be the
most prevalent recognizable cyber activity. This
assertion is built on the idea that most reported
cyber incidents center on intrusion followed by
the theft of data. It is this planned withdrawal
of data that has had the most far reaching and
broadly recognizable implications (Reuters, 2013;
Schechter, 2014). Even absent attribution (Moss,
2012), the admission that networks were compro-
mised creates enough doubt to justify reallocation
of assets to protect interests. Beyond the initial
draw on resources associated with the loss of
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data and personnel allocated to address the com-
promise, the compromise/withdrawal lends itself
to the second order effects. These potential sec-
ond order effects include the uncertainty created
by the compromise and the potential for subse-
quent events which, while well short of a terror
attack, detracts from attention to on-going events.
While network intrusion is more classically an
act of espionage presenting a counter-intelligence
threat, in terms of planning for military operations
network intrusion is effectively a raid. Raids are
conventional attacks with an intended objective,
and critically a planned withdrawal. So assuming
that every intrusion has an intended objective,
and based on the lack of physical destruction
associated with cyber intrusion, network intrusion
may be equated to a raid and hence its association
with a Withdrawal. During a raid the withdrawing
force may lose its foothold, but it retains its ability
to operate. Similarly network intrusion for theft of
information assumes that the threat actor will not
retain access to the system, but will achieve the
goal of continuing operations.

7. E R C
In conventional operations, this option always

implies a level of desperation because of its
poisonous nature. The ability to potentially inflict
friendly casualties with this course of action and
the political blow-back associated with these op-
tions have historically ensured that the decision to
employ these tactics are restricted to the highest
echelons of command. In the information envi-
ronment, the clearest parallel would be a disin-
formation campaign, given its potential to create
negative repercussions or adversely affect unin-
tended populations. Given the potential to under-
cut an effort’s standing by putting out intentionally
bad information and having it discovered by the
population, disinformation is poorly regarded in
western culture even if seemingly embraced by
others (Ash, 2015).

8. W
For all the parallels between cyber actions and

traditional military operations, things begin to fall
apart once you move beyond the intended effects.
The traditional military operations supported by
DRAW-DE are largely built around kinetic effects,
and these hinge on the idea that at velocity, metal
will likely puncture the intended target. Because
a criminal intending to illicitly access a targeted
system, i.e. JP Morgan (Bradley, 2014), has to
be familiar with the system they intend to exploit,
the considerations change. Network exploitation
isn’t a matter of knowing that you need an anti-
tank weapon for an armored vehicle; broadly it’s a
matter of designing a custom weapon specifically
for the intended target. While there are network
intrusion means that are well known, networks
that are well defended and maintained demand

more precise targeting in order to have the de-
sired effects while remaining undetected. This is
important in the context of military thought and
cyber/information operations. There is no 5.56mm
round equivalent, or one size fits all approach to
operations. There are brute force actions that can
be undertaken, but these are inherently detectable
and will be met with resistance. Accepting the
idea that by selecting cyber means to go after an
organization the intent is to ensure effects without
incurring detection, then the means employed will
be shaped in response to the targeted network.
In the context of the Lockheed Martin or JP
Morgan attacks, this means that the perpetrators
had completed an extensive reconnaissance of
the targeted organization/network, and employed
tactics specific to that target. Now imagine crafting
a service rifle, but knowing that as soon as it was
detected as being employed on the battlefield that
within 90 days the opposition would be able to
render it useless. How fast would that weapon be
employed? How long would it be held in reserve?
What if the weapon had a shelf life? What if the
weapon exploited a weakness in the opposition’s
armor, but it was assumed that the weakness
could eventually be discovered by the opposition?
How would this change the employment of that
service rifle? Alternately, how much time would
you invest in your own armor if you knew that by
’patching’ it periodically it would limit the likelihood
that it could be compromised? Would you lose that
five minutes a week? Would you hold others ac-
countable for not patching their kit and potentially
exposing the rest of the unit?

9. E B O
There is a common insistence that the infor-

mation space touches everything which creates
the sense that it should then be available in
support of tactical operations. Unfortunately, most
conversations centering on cyber actions or infor-
mation operations are conducted with a high level
of abstraction, and this has generally detracted
from the idea of cyber actions as operationally
relevant. While network defense operations carry
their own level of specific considerations, an inabil-
ity to discuss network considerations in terms of
traditional military operations has created a draw
on the implications associated. By framing net-
work operations in terms of their effects vis-à-vis
traditional military operations, and then identifying
the underlying concepts that restrict their use, the
intent was to place a field of study in accessible
terms. By placing network operations in accessible
terms ideally they are more broadly embraced
as operationally relevant to Commanders and
planners alike, and their considerations are more
easily folded into traditional actions. Kevin Black
the pseudonym for a member of the U.S. Marine
Corps and an Intelligence Professional with 20
years’ experience in his field. He is a graduate of
the National Intelligence University’s Anthony G.
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Oettinger School of Science and Technology Intel-
ligence. Dr. Michael W. David is a faculty member
of the National Intelligence University’s Anthony
G. Oettinger School of Science and Technology
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Abstract—NHB# is an authentication protocol
dedicated to a specific scenario where an entity
with limited computational capabilities proves its
identity to a computationally powerful Verifier.

The security of NHB# is formally proven against
active and restricted man-in-the middle adversaries
(GRS MIM), but for the general case, the security
has not been evaluated. In this paper, we describe
a MIM attack against NHB#, which employs the
known MIM attack against HB# as its component,
but requires higher complexity due to the inherent
nondeterministic properties of the NHB# protocol.

Index Terms—RFID authentication protocols,
cryptanalysis, man-in-the-middle attack, NHB#, HB#

1. I
Authentication of one entity, called Prover, to

another, called Verifier, has been recognized as
one of the cornerstones for achieving desired level
of information security. Expansion of Internet of
Things (IoT) and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) com-
munication puts additional challenges regarding
the information security. In a number of scenarios,
at least one of the entities involved is a tiny device
with low computational capabilities, and heavy
restriction regarding power consumption. Conse-
quently, designing information security techniques
which minimize the computational and power con-
sumption overheads has been recognized as one
of the main challenges in cryptography.
A number of papers, including [5], [10], and

[4], consider authentication protocols for restricted
implementation scenarios. However, none of them
appear suitable enough for a specific, asymmetric
case where an entity with highly constrained com-
putational capabilities should, in a secure way, au-
thenticate itself to a verification party with high per-
formance computational capabilities. The reported
protocols are found not suitable enough for the
asymmetric case because: (i) they are either not
enough lightweight for a tiny party of an authenti-
cation protocol, and do not take into account the
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asymmetrical implementation constraints, and/or
(ii) they do not provide desired level of crypto-
graphic security.
As an answer to this problem, the NHB# au-

thentication protocol has been recently proposed
in [11]. This protocol jointly employs certain ele-
ments of the previously reported ones [5], [10],
and [4], in order to achieve the main goal, that
is, development of an authentication protocol with
asymmetric implementation complexity at Prover
and Verifier sides which provides desired, prov-
able level of cryptographic security.
The proposal of NHB# is accompanied with a

proof of security against active attacks as well
as GRS man-in-the-middle (GRS MIM) attacks.
However, it is only conjectured that the protocol
could achieve higher security in comparison with
the security margin of HB# in the MIM attacking
scenarios stronger than GRS MIM. In this paper,
we propose a MIM attack against the NHB# pro-
tocol where the adversary is given the ability to
modify all messages. We show that the mounted
MIM attack against NHB# is significantly more
complex in comparison with the same one against
HB#.

2. P

2.1. Notation and Basic Concepts

We will use the following notation throughout the
remainder of the paper:
– Zq

2 and Zq×r
2 denote, respectively, the set of

all q-dimensional binary vectors, and the set
of binary matrices q × r;

– We use normal, bold and capital bold letters
such as x, xxx andXXX to denote single elements,
vectors and matrices, respectively;

– For a vector xxx,xxx[i] denotes the i-th element of
xxx;

– xxx ⊕ yyy is the bitwise XOR operation of two
vectors xxx and yyy;

– ∥xxx∥ denotes the Hamming weight of binary
vector xxx, which is the number of its nonzero
elements xxx[i];

– x
$←− X is the operation of sampling a value x

from the uniform distribution on the finite set
X;
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– Berτ represents the Bernoulli distribution with
parameter τ , and ν ← Berτ means that for a
bit ν, Pr[ν = 1] = τ , and Pr[ν = 0] = 1− τ ;

– eee ← Bermτ means that the vector eee was ran-
domly chosen among all the vectors of length
m, such that eee[i]← Berτ , for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1;

– Let eee be a vector of length kE and weight ∆.
A circulant matrix EEE = Circ(eee) over the vector
eee is a matrix whose first column is eee, and
each next column is produced by a rotation of
the previous column one position downwards.
The elements of the set EEEkE ,m,∆ of circulant
matrices withm columns, generated over vec-
tors of length kE and weight∆ can be ordered
in the array EEEkE ,m,∆[1], . . . ,EEEkE ,m,∆[

(
kE

∆

)
].

– (q×r)-binary Toeplitz matrix is a matrix where
for each diagonal from upper-left, to lower-
right, all the elements on the diagonal have
the same value. Note that the entire matrix is
specified by the top row and the first column,
so it can be parametrized by q + r − 1 bits.
Note that circulant matrices are also a kind
of Toeplitz matrices. Toeplitz matrices can be
generated efficiently and have good statistical
properties [7], [8];

– Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function
of the normal distribution.

We say that an algorithm is efficient if it is
probabilistic (i.e. makes random choices during its
execution) and polynomial (i.e. runs in at most
polynomial number of steps in the length of the
input, for any input).
Authentication protocol is an interactive protocol

being executed between two efficient algorithms -
the Prover and the Verifier, which share a random
secret value. After the execution, the Verifier out-
puts 1 if he confirms that the Prover is valid, or 0
otherwise.
In this paper, we consider the MIM (Man in

the Midle) attack model against the authentication
protocols. This model consists of two phases. In
the first, so-called learning phase, the adversary
interferes in executions of the protocol, being able
to eavesdrop or modify all the messages between
the Prover and the Verifier, and also to see the
Verifier’s decision (1 or 0) after each execution
of the protocol. In the second, so-called forgery
phase, the adversary interacts with the Verifier by
impersonating the honest Prover.
A special case of the MIM model is the GRS-

MIM model, where the adversary’s abilities are
restricted, so he can modify only the messages
from the Verifier to the Prover in the learning
phase.
Suppose we have a 3-round protocol where

the Prover sends message bbb first, the Verifier re-
sponds with the challenge aaa, and the Prover sends
zzz as the final response. The MIM modification
(ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄)̄z)̄z) of that protocol is a MIM attack where the
honest parties receive messages â̂âa = aaa ⊕ ā̄āa, b̂̂b̂b =
bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b, and ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z instead of the messages aaa, bbb,

zzz, respectively, which were originally sent.

2.2. NHB# Authentication Protocol
NHB# is a three-round challenge-response pro-

tocol which has been proposed and analyzed in
[11]. The protocol originates from the HB# protocol
[2], but the required secret key dimension is re-
duced to the half of the one required in HB#. NHB#
is characterized by asymmetric implementation
complexity suitable for scenarios where the Prover
is an entity with low computational capabilities
which should authenticate to a computationally
powerful Verifier. Both the reduction of the secret
key dimension and the asymmetric computational
overheads on Prover and Verifier sides are a con-
sequence of employment of the random selection
paradigm [1], [3], [6].
Schematic representation of the NHB# protocol

is given in Fig. 1. The protocol is being executed
between a Prover P and Verifier V which are
efficient algorithms. They share one secret key
- matrix YYY ∈ ZkY ×m

2 . As a result of the protocol
execution, the Verifier V outputs indicator of
acceptance, value IND, such that IND = 1 if V
confirms that the Prover is valid, otherwise the
indicator value is set to IND = 0.

Public parameters: Secret key:
kE , kY ,m, τ, thr,∆ YYY ∈ ZkY ×m

2

P (secret key YYY ) V (secret key YYY )

bbb
$←− ZkY

2
bbb−−−→
aaa←−−− aaa

$←− ZkE
2

eee← Bermτ

EEE
$←− EEEkE ,m,∆

zzz = aEaEaE ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee
zzz−−−→ ? ∥zzz ⊕ aEaEaEi ⊕ bYbYbY ∥ ≤ thr

for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤
(
kE

∆

)
,

where EEEi = EEEkE ,m,∆[i]

Fig 1. The NHB# Authentication Protocol.

Following the proposal in [2], the storage cost
of the secret key YYY may be reduced to kY +m−1
bits, by using a Toeplitz matrix as YYY instead of a
random matrix. This type of storage reduction was
also applied in [2] to the RANDOM-HB# protocol,
resulting in the HB# protocol, which uses two
Toeplitz matrices XXX and YYY as secret keys. The
security of HB# is based on the conjecture about
hardness of the so-called Toeplitz-MHB Puzzle. In
case of NHB#, the security of this optimized proto-
col version is based on the analogously plausible
conjecture about hardness of the Toeplitz-MLPN
problem (see [11] for details).
Let us discuss the error rates of the NHB# proto-

col. The false rejection happens when a legitimate
Prover gets rejected by the Verifier, i.e. when the
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weight of vector eee ← Bermτ generated in the re-
sponse phase is greater than thr value. Therefore,
the probability of this event (the completeness
error) is:

PFR =

m∑
i=thr+1

(
m

i

)
τ i(1− τ)m−i

The false acceptance occurs when an illegiti-
mate Prover sends a randomly chosen response
to the Verifier and gets authenticated, which hap-
pens with following probability (the soundness er-
ror):

PFA =

(
kE

∆

)
2m

thr∑
i=0

(
m

i

)

taking into account the number of binary vectors
of length m whose weight is at most thr, and

(
kE

∆

)
different acceptance subcriteria of the Verifier.

3. B C

Here we provide a short preview of the MIM at-
tack against the HB# and RANDOM-HB# authenti-
cation protocols, described in [9], which served us
as an inspiration against NHB# that is discussed
in the next section.
The core observation is that the secret values

”leak” from the frequency of Verifier’s acceptance
after repeating the same specific MIM modifica-
tion.
That is, the protocol is being attacked for n

times using the same MIM modification triplet
(ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z = āXāXāX⊕b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe), and we count the number c
of successful authentications following those mod-
ifications. The triplet of that form is easily obtained
by eavesdropping as the Prover’s response. The
theoretical analysis shows that the ratio c/n i.e.
the empirical frequency of accepted modifica-
tions, approximates normal distribution function
Φ( thr−(m−∥ē∥)τ−∥̄ē∥(1−τ)√

mτ(1−τ)
) for n large enough, al-

lowing us to calculate the Hamming weight ∥ē̄ēe∥
(see Algorithm 1). Then, by using the Algorithm 2,
it is easy to reconstruct, bit-by-bit the error vector
ē̄ēe, and to obtain the linear combination āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y
since āXāXāX⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y = z̄̄z̄z⊕ ē̄ēe. We repeat the whole previ-
ous procedure also for other modification triplets,
and gather enough of these linear combinations to
form a full system of linear equations. The secret
keys XXX and YYY are then recovered as the solution
to this system.
The pseudocodes of Algorithm 1 and 2 from [9]

and their more detailed explanation follow.

P A V
(secret XXX,YYY ) triplet (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z) (secret XXX,YYY )

eee← Bermτ

bbb
$←− ZkY

2
b̂̂b̂b = bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b−−−−−−−−−→
â̂âa = aaa⊕ ā̄āa←−−−−−−−−− aaa

$←− ZkX
2

zzz = âXâXâX ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee
ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z−−−−−−−−−→ ? ∥aXaXaX ⊕ b̂Yb̂Yb̂Y ⊕ ẑ̂ẑz∥ ≤ thr

Fig 2. The man-in-the-middle attack
against RANDOM-HB# and HB#.

As illustrated in Fig.2, in each corrupted com-
munication session, the Verifier computes:

∥aX ⊕ b̂Y ⊕ ẑaX ⊕ b̂Y ⊕ ẑaX ⊕ b̂Y ⊕ ẑ∥ = ∥aX ⊕ (b⊕ b̄)Y ⊕ (z ⊕ z̄)aX ⊕ (b⊕ b̄)Y ⊕ (z ⊕ z̄)aX ⊕ (b⊕ b̄)Y ⊕ (z ⊕ z̄)∥
= ∥(aX ⊕ bY ⊕ z)⊕ (āX ⊕ b̄Y ⊕ z̄)(aX ⊕ bY ⊕ z)⊕ (āX ⊕ b̄Y ⊕ z̄)(aX ⊕ bY ⊕ z)⊕ (āX ⊕ b̄Y ⊕ z̄)∥
= ∥e⊕ ēe⊕ ēe⊕ ē∥

the Prover successfully authenticates iff ∥e⊕ ēe⊕ ēe⊕ ē∥ ≤
thr.
Algorithm 1 calculates w̄, the Hamming weight

of the error vector ē̄ēe, which was inserted in z̄̄z̄z.

Algorithm 1 Approximating w̄

1: Input: ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z, n
2: Output: P−1( c

n ), an approximation of
w̄ = ∥āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ z̄̄z̄z∥, where
P (w̄) = Pr[∥eee⊕ ē̄ēe∥ ≤ thr]

= Φ( thr−(m−w̄)τ−w̄(1−τ)√
mτ(1−τ)

)

3: Processing:
4: c = 0
5: for i = 1..n do
6: During a session:
7: adversary replaces bbb with b̂̂b̂b = bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b
8: adversary replaces aaa with â̂âa = aaa⊕ ā̄āa
9: adversary replaces zzz with ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z

10: if Verifier accepts the modified response
then

11: c = c+ 1
12: end if
13: end for
14: return w̄ =

thr−mτ−Φ−1( c
n )
√

mτ(1−τ)

1−2τ

The authors in [9] show that for n ≥ n0, c
n gives

a good estimate for P (w̄) where:

P (w̄) = Pr[∥eee⊕ ē̄ēe∥ ≤ thr]

= Φ

(
thr − (m− w̄)τ − w̄(1− τ)√

mτ(1− τ)

)
Therefore, the weight w̄ is approximated by

value thr−mτ−Φ−1( c
n )
√

mτ(1−τ)

1−2τ .
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The required sample size n0 is calculated using
the formula:

n0(r, w̄) =
θ2

r2
R(w̄)

where:

R(w̄) = 2
P (w̄)(1− P (w̄))

(P ′(w̄))2

P (w̄) ≈ Φ(u)

P ′(w̄) ≈ − 1− 2τ√
mτ(1− τ)

× 1√
2π

e−
u2

2

u =
thr − (m− w̄)τ − w̄(1− τ)√

mτ(1− τ)

r ∈ {1
2
, 1}

where the choice of r defines the desired precision
of n0 in the given context.
Algorithm 2 recovers a linearly independent

combination of the secret keys. It takes as input ā̄āa,
b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z and the expected weight ω̄est of ē̄ēe = āXāXāX⊕b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕
z̄̄z̄z. Then it reconstructs, one by one, the bits of the
vector ē̄ēe, thus revealing the linear combination. If
the triplet was obtained by simple eavesdropping,
then ē̄ēe is a Bernoulli vector, so ω̄est = mτ .
First, the Hamming weight w̄ of ē̄ēe is estimated

using Algorithm 1. Then, the adversary iterates
on every bit position i in z̄̄z̄z and flips it to obtain
z̄̄z̄zi. He uses Algorithm 1 again to calculate the
Hamming weight of the error vector introduced in
(ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄zi), knowing that this value is equal w̄ ± 1.
If the new weight is w̄ − 1 , then the error has
been removed from z̄̄z̄z by flipping the bit. Otherwise,
no error bit was added at position i. This way,
the adversary can recover all error positions in z̄̄z̄z.
Finally, he obtains a system of m linear equations
āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y = z̄̄z̄z ⊕ ē̄ēe for secret keys XXX,YYY .

Algorithm 2 Getting linear equations for secret
XXX,YYY

1: Input: ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z
w̄est the expected weight of ē̄ēe = āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ z̄̄z̄z

2: Output: System of linear equations āXāXāX⊕b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y =
c̄̄c̄c

3: Processing:
4: c̄̄c̄c = z̄̄z̄z
5: Call Algorithm 1 with arguments ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z and

n0(
1
2 , ω̄est) = 4θ2R(w̄est) to get w̄

6: for i = 1..m do
7: Flip i-th bit of z̄̄z̄z to get z̄̄z̄zi
8: Call Algorithm 1 with arguments ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄zi and

n0(1, w̄) = θ2R(w̄) to get w̄i

9: if w̄i = w̄ − 1 then
10: Flip i-th bit in c̄̄c̄c
11: end if
12: end for

By using only one triplet (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z), the adversary
builds a system āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y = c̄̄c̄c of m equations. But
these linear equations are not enough to recover
all secret l bits - in case of HB#, l = kX + kY +
2m − 2, and for RANDOM-HB#, l = (kX + kY )m.
Hence, the Algorithm 2 has to be called ⌈ l

m⌉ times
on linearly independent (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b) pairs.
Optimization techniques. In order to gain an

efficient attack, vector z̄̄z̄z gets modified by flipping
its last f bits before being used as input of the
Algorithm 1, for f =

w̄opt−mτ
1−2τ , w̄opt = thr−mτ

1−2τ .
This way we set w̄est to be w̄opt and optimize the
size of input sample to n0 = 4θ2R(w̄opt), where
R(w̄opt) =

πm
4 ( 1

(1−2τ)2 − 1), θ =
√
lnl. See section

2.2. in [9] for the theoretical background.
The other way to improve the attack complexity

is, instead of the passive eavesdropping, to obtain
the input triplet (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄)̄z)̄z), so that z̄̄z̄z has a selected,
desirable low weight (see section 2.5. [9]).

4. C NHB#
4.1. The MIM attack against NHB#
Our MIM attack against NHB# is a specific

reduction to the previously described MIM attack
against the HB# from [9], which is shown to be
efficient in that paper. It recovers secret values
by measuring the frequency of acceptance of the
chosen MIM modifications.
We use the same Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2

as basics, but with two main differences:

- our sample size i.e. input n in Algorithm 1
is not at least n0, but a certain N0 such that
N0 >

(
kE

∆

)
n0 instead (see 2).

- our modification triplets are chosen differently,
except the first one. That is, the first MIM modifi-
cation triplet (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z = āEāEāEi⊕b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ē̄ēe) can be chosen
by eavesdropping, just as for HB#. By repeating
it N0 times through Algorithm 1, and by applying
Algorithm 2, we obtain aEiaEiaEi ⊕ bYbYbY . Since this linear
combination doesn’t provide us with a full system,
we need to repeat the previous step to collect
more linear combinations a′Ea′Ea′Ei ⊕ b′Yb′Yb′Y for other
modification triplets (ā′ā′ā′, b̄′̄b′̄b′, z̄ ′̄z ′̄z′ = ā′Eā′Eā′Ei ⊕ b̄′Yb̄′Yb̄′Y ⊕ ē′̄e′̄e′)
embedding the same EEEi. We can not obtain these
triplets by simple eavesdropping any more, be-
cause the Prover in NHB# produces responses
with a random choice of any of the circulant matri-
ces EEEj , where 1 ≤ j ≤

(
kE

∆

)
. But we have noticed

that when the Verifer accepts this first modification
triplet, the Prover’s response z̄ ′̄z ′̄z′ in that particular
execution almost always embeds the matrix EEEi,
so we can put it in the list of future modification
triplets (ā′ā′ā′, b̄′̄b′̄b′, z̄ ′̄z ′̄z′).
Here we outline the general idea of the attack,

and then provide a detailed, step-by-step descrip-
tion with theoretical analysis and pseudocode.
Let us denote by NHB#(YYY ) the NHB# protocol

with secret matrix YYY , and by HB#(EEEj ,YYY ) the HB#
protocol with secret keys EEEj and YYY (assuming
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these protocols share the same set of public pa-
rameters).
Each execution of the NHB#(YYY ) protocol, by its

construction, represents a nondeterministic choice
with uniform distribution between the executions of(
kE

∆

)
different HB#(EEEj ,YYY ) protocols (depending on

which circulant matrix EEEj the Prover chooses).
Therefore, if we insert a MIM modification in

NHB#(YYY ), it will modify any of the ”subprotocols”
HB#(EEEj ,YYY ) with the probability 1/

(
kE

∆

)
.

Suppose we have chosen a modification
(ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z = āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe) by eavesdropping on
NHB#(YYY ). By the previous section, if we modify the
subprotocol HB#(EEEi,YYY ) using the triplet (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z =
āEāEāEi⊕b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ē̄ēe) at least n0 times and count successful
authentications to the Verifier of that subprotocol,
we can reconstruct aEaEaEi ⊕ bYbYbY .
In order to achieve that, we set the number N0

of MIM modifications of NHB#(YYY ) such that each
of the circulant matrices were chosen at least n0

and approximately equal number of times by the
Prover with high probability. Then the subproto-
col HB#(EEEi,YYY ) will be executed and modified in
average N0/

(
kE

∆

)
and at least n0 times with that

probability.
Furthermore, the number c of successful MIM

modifications of HB#(EEEi,YYY ) subprotocol can be
estimated with the number of successful MIM
modifications of NHB#(YYY ). This follows from
the theoretical results below, which confirm that
if (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z = āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe) modification of
NHB#(YYY ) gets accepted, then it was the subpro-
tocol HB#(Ei, YEi, YEi, Y ) that was modified, almost al-
ways. Also, this allows us to take current triplets
(aaa⊕ ā̄āa, bbb,zzz) from those successful modifications to
use as the next modification triplets since they
embed the same circulant matrix EEEi, to obtain
further linear combinations (aaa ⊕ ā̄āa)EEEi ⊕ bYbYbY , and
build a linear system.
Now we proceed with the detailed description of

the attack algorithm with corresponding theoretical
discussion.
The adversary uses values (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z) exchanged

in a session between the honest Prover and
Verifier to repeatedly perturbate succeeding
communication sessions, see Fig 3.

P A V
(secret YYY ) triplet (ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄) (secret YYY )

bbb
$←− ZkY

2
b̂̂b̂b = bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b−−−−−−−−−→
â̂âa = aaa⊕ ā̄āa←−−−−−−−−− aaa

$←− ZkE
2

eee← Bermτ

EEEj
$←− EEEkE ,m,∆

zzz = âEâEâEj ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee
ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z−−−−−−−−−→ ? ∥ẑ̂ẑz ⊕ aEaEaEk ⊕ b̂Yb̂Yb̂Y ∥ ≤ thr

for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤
(
kE

∆

)
,

where EEEi = EEEkE ,m,∆[i]

Fig 3. The man-in-the-middle attack against
NHB#.

Let (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z) denote a triplet obtained in passive
attack, where:

z̄̄z̄z = āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe

and

EEEi = EEEkE ,m,∆[i] for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤
(
kE
∆

)
.

After the adversary intervened and replaced the
messages aaa and bbb with â̂âa = aaa ⊕ ā̄āa and b̂̂b̂b = bbb ⊕ b̄̄b̄b,
respectively, the response that the Prover sends
in order to authenticate is:

zzz = âEâEâEj ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee

where

EEEj = EEEkE ,m,∆[j] for some i, 1 ≤ j ≤
(
kE
∆

)
.

This message also gets intercepted by the adver-
sary who modifies it using the value z̄̄z̄z, so that the
Verifier reads:

ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z

= [(aaa⊕ ā̄āa)EEEj ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee]⊕ [āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe]

instead of the originally sent message. The Verifier
then checks if for some k, 1 ≤ k ≤

(
kE

∆

)
, the

Hamming weight:

ẑ̂ẑz ⊕ aEaEaEk ⊕ b̂Yb̂Yb̂Y = [(aaa⊕ ā̄āa)EEEj ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee]

⊕ [āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe]

⊕ [aEaEaEk ⊕ (bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b)YYY ]

= (aaa⊕ ā̄āa)EEEj ⊕ āEāEāEi ⊕ aEaEaEk ⊕ eee⊕ ē̄ēe

is bellow the specified threshold thr.
We can distinguish between the following cases:

case 1: i ̸= j ̸= k, the Verifier checks if:

||(aaa⊕ ā̄āa)EEEj ⊕ āEāEāEi ⊕ aEaEaEk ⊕ eee⊕ ē̄ēe|| ≤ thr

case 2: i = j ̸= k, the Verifier checks if:

||aaa(EEEi ⊕EEEk)⊕ eee⊕ ē̄ēe|| ≤ thr

case 3: i ̸= j = k, the Verifier checks if:

||ā̄āa(EEEi ⊕EEEj)⊕ eee⊕ ē̄ēe|| ≤ thr

case 4: i = k ̸= j, the Verifier checks if:

||(aaa⊕ ā̄āa)(EEEi ⊕EEEj)⊕ eee⊕ ē̄ēe|| ≤ thr

case 5: i = j = k, the Verifier checks if:

||eee⊕ ē̄ēe|| ≤ thr.

Based on characteristics of the vectors a, āa, āa, ā, er-
ror vectors e, ēe, ēe, ē, and circulant matrices EEEi,EEEj ,EEEk,
it can be shown in a straightforward manner, that
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the probability the Hamming weights calculated in
cases 1 to 4 are bellow the threshold, is negligible
and that the authentication happens only when
i = j = k. In this case

(â̂âa, bbb, zzz = âEâEâEi ⊕ bYbYbY ⊕ eee) (1)

can be used as a new MIM-modification triplet
(ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z) in the next iteration.
Hence, for the NHB# protocol, the Algorithm 1

described in Section 3 can be applied as well, in
order to approximate the Hamming weight of the
error vector. However, in order to achieve a good
approximation, the number of iterations has to be
more than

(
kE

∆

)
times bigger for NHB# than for

HB# and RANDOM-HB#. This follows from the fact
that the Prover, in order to authenticate, randomly
chooses by the uniform distribution a matrix from
the set EEEkE ,m,∆, and the probability the selected
matrix is exactly the one embedded in (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z) is
p = 1/

(
kE

∆

)
.

More precisely, the number of iterations N0

needed so that the Prover produces at least n0

responses containing the same circulant matrix EEEi

can be estimated from the normal approximation
of the binomial distribution:

Pr(X ≥ n0) ≈ Pr(Z ≥
n0 − 1

2 −N0 · p√
N0p(1− p)

) = c,

where X is the number of appearances of EEEi in
the sample, Z is a random variable with a standard
normal distribution, when N0

(kE
∆ )

>> 1 holds for the
parameter values.
We obtain that:

N0 =F · n0

+
a
√
− (F − 1) (4F − 4F n0 − F a2 + a2)

2

−(F − 1)
a2

2
− a2

2
(2)

where F =
(
kE

∆

)
, and a = Φ−1(c).

Also, we aim that all the circulant matrices
appear approximately equal number of times in
the sample, i.e. close enough to their expected
number of times, when the sample size N0 is
large enough. This is achieved by the condition:
P (|X − N0 · p| ≤ σ · r) = c, where σ is the
standard deviation

√
N0p(1− p) of X. This means

that N0 ≥ −a−F a
r2 , for a = Φ−1((1 + c)/2).

Now, by applying Algorithm 2 from Section 3,
the adversary builds systems of linear equations:

āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y = c̄̄c̄c, for some 1 ≤ i ≤
(
kE
∆

)
to recover the secret YYY . Since all the MIM-
modification triplets are constructed using the
same circulant matrix (observation 1), all these
systems indeed use the same EEEi.

The paper [9] also presents optimized and ex-
tensively analyzed improvements of Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 for recovering the secret values.
Yet, the empirical input of those optimized versions
is still the frequency of accepted modifications, for
selected sets of protocol parameters. Since we
were able to simulate this frequency, i.e. input
c, n for the attack of some HB#(EEEi,YYY ) subproto-
col, then those optimized versions can also be
applied for the same sets of parameters as for the
NHB#(YYY ).

Algorithm 1 for NHB#: Approximating w̄

1: Input: ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄, n
2: Output: P−1( c

n ), an approximation of
w̄ = ∥āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ z̄̄z̄z∥, where
P (w̄) = Pr[∥eee⊕ ē̄ēe∥ ≤ thr]

= Φ( thr−(m−w̄)τ−w̄(1−τ)√
mτ(1−τ)

)

3: Processing:
4: c = 0
5: for i = 1..n do
6: During a session:
7: adversary replaces bbb with b̂̂b̂b = bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b
8: adversary replaces aaa with â̂âa = aaa⊕ ā̄āa
9: adversary replaces zzz with ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z

10: if Verifier accepts the modified response
then

11: c = c+ 1
12: end if
13: end for
14: return w̄ =

thr−mτ−Φ−1( c
n )
√

mτ(1−τ)

1−2τ

Algorithm 2 for NHB#: Getting linear equations
for secret EEEi,YYY

1: Input: ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄
w̄est the expected weight of ē̄ēe = āXāXāX ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ z̄̄z̄z

2: Output: System of linear equations āEāEāEi⊕b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y =
c̄̄c̄c

3: Processing:
4: c̄̄c̄c = z̄̄z̄z
5: Call Algorithm 1 with arguments ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄ā, b̄, z̄ and

N0(
1
2 , ω̄est) = 4θ2R(w̄est) to get w̄

6: for i = 1..m do
7: Flip i-th bit of z̄̄z̄z to get z̄̄z̄zi
8: Call Algorithm 1 with arguments ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄zi and

N0(1, w̄) = θ2R(w̄) to get w̄i

9: if w̄i = w̄ − 1 then
10: Flip i-th bit in c̄̄c̄c
11: end if
12: end for
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Algorithm MIM attack against NHB#
1: Output: Secret matrix YYY
2: Processing:
3: List of modification triplets l = []
4: Eavesdrop a protocol execution to obtain a

triplet (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z = āEāEāEi ⊕ b̄Yb̄Yb̄Y ⊕ ē̄ēe)
5: Add (ā̄āa, b̄̄b̄b, z̄̄z̄z) to l
6: while l has less than ⌈ l

m⌉ elements do
7: During a session:
8: adversary replaces bbb with b̂̂b̂b = bbb⊕ b̄̄b̄b
9: adversary replaces aaa with â̂âa = aaa⊕ ā̄āa

10: adversary replaces zzz with ẑ̂ẑz = zzz ⊕ z̄̄z̄z
11: if Verifier accepts the modified response

then
12: add (â̂âa, bbb, zzz) to the list l
13: end if
14: end while
15: for all triplets (ā̄āaj , b̄̄b̄bj , z̄̄z̄zj) in list l do
16: Call Algorithm 2 on input (ā̄āaj , b̄̄b̄bj , z̄̄z̄zj , w̄̄w̄west) to

get ā̄āajXXX ⊕ b̄̄b̄bjYYY = cccj
17: end for
18: Solve the system of linear equations {ā̄āajXXX ⊕

b̄̄b̄bjYYY = cccj} to get YYY

4.2. Complexity Evaluation
The crucial difference in complexity beetween

our Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 for NHB# and the
ones in [9] is in the size of the input of Algorithm
1, which they already estimate as the measure of
the attack complexity. Therefore, MIM attack on
NHB# has complexity N0 (see formula 2), which
is more than

(
kE

∆

)
times larger than the one for the

MIM attack on HB#.

5. E R
The essence of the attack against HB# and

RANDOM-HB# [9], upon which the NHB# attack
proposed here is based, is that, for the sample
size large enough, the acceptance frequency ap-
proximates the value of the cumulative distribution
function Φ( thr−(m−w̄)τ−w̄(1−τ)√

mτ(1−τ)
), where thr,m and

τ are the protocol public parameters and w̄ is the
Hamming weight of the error vector. The obtained
frequency can thus be used for estimating the
Hamming weight of the error vector.
We conducted a series of tests for both the

attack from [9] and the attack proposed in Section
4 in order to obtain experimental results about
quality of the aforementioned estimations. For
public parameters of the protocols a parameter
set proposed in [2] is used and the parameters
values are set as follows: kE = 80, kY = 512,m =
441, τ = 0.125 and thr = 113. In addition, in
case of NHB#, the parameter ∆, which affects the
cardinality of the set EEEkE ,m,∆, is set to 1, giving
80 circulant matrices in EEEkE ,m,∆.
First we tested the quality of estimation of the

cumulative distribution function Φ and the Ham-
ming weight of the error vector when the number n

of session between the honest prover and verifier
that the adversary interrupts is 7860. This value is
obtained from the public parameters by applying
calculations as specified in [9]. Table 1. shows
that, in case of HB#, the frequency of acceptance
approximates function Φ with error < 5 · 10−2. In
62 out of 100 tests, the estimate of the Hamming
weight w̄ of the error vector is exactly w̄. In other
38 tests, estimation of w̄ is equal to w̄ ± 1. Table
2. shows that, in case of NHB#, the number of
n = 7860 sessions interrupted is not large enough
to obtain a good approximation for Φ and w̄. In
case of 37 tests conducted, the frequency calcu-
lated as successes·(kE

∆ )
n is greater than 1 and thus

cannot be used for estimating w̄. When it was
possible to estimate the Hamming weight w̄ using
the obtained frequency, the estimate is not good
enough, and in only one test case the value for w̄
is correctly estimated.
Table 3. and Table 4. show the results of an-

other 100 tests in which the number of sessions
between the honest prover and verifier that the
adversary interrupts is n = 635800. This value for
n is obtained from the input public parameters of
the protocols by applying formula 2 describing the
necessary increase of the number iterations for
the NHB# protocol. For such n, the results show
that the frequency of acceptance can be used
to approximate the cumulative normal distribution
function Φ with error < 5 · 10−2 both in HB# and
NHB#. In case of HB# protocol, in 76 out of 100
tests, the estimate of the Hamming weight w̄ of the
error vector is exactly w̄. For NHB#, w̄ is correctly
estimated in 22 tests cases.

6. C

We have described a general MIM attack
against NHB# protocol which simulates the input
to the known MIM adversary against HB# to re-
trieve the secret key. In order to achieve that, the
input sample of our attack has to be more than(
kE

∆

)
larger than the one for HB#. Consequently,

the mounted MIM attack against NHB# is signifi-
cantly more complex in comparison with the same
one against HB#. Accordingly, the security margin
of NHB# is significantly higher in comparison with
the corresponding one regarding HB#. The fact
that the considered MIM attack on NHB# has been
constructed based on the one developed for HB#
also implies that efficiency improvements of the
original MIM attack on HB# could be naturally
employed in the improvements of the MIM attack
against NHB# as well, which we consider for our
future work.
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Table 1. Quality of the approximation of the cumulative distribution function Φ and
the Hamming weight w̄ of the error vector in the MIM attack against the HB# protocol for n = 7860.

HB#
successful

auth.

Φ ΦHB#est |Φ− ΦHB#est| w̄ w̄HB#est |w̄ − w̄HB#est|

1 7484 0.949273 0.952163 0.002890 62 62 0
2 2877 0.339451 0.366031 0.026579 81 80 1
3 7494 0.949273 0.953435 0.004162 62 62 0
4 7614 0.968118 0.968702 0.000584 60 60 0
5 7577 0.959580 0.963995 0.004415 61 61 0
6 7850 0.998824 0.998728 0.000096 49 49 0
7 7814 0.993821 0.994148 0.000326 54 54 0
8 7725 0.980765 0.982824 0.002060 58 58 0
9 7637 0.968118 0.971628 0.003511 60 60 0
10 7821 0.995470 0.995038 0.000431 53 53 0
11 7845 0.997641 0.998092 0.000450 51 50 1
12 7832 0.997641 0.996438 0.001204 51 52 1
13 7815 0.993821 0.994275 0.000454 54 54 0
14 7761 0.988867 0.987405 0.001462 56 56 0
15 7631 0.968118 0.970865 0.002747 60 60 0
16 7790 0.991662 0.991094 0.000568 55 55 0
17 7423 0.936974 0.944402 0.007428 63 62 1
18 7797 0.993821 0.991985 0.001836 54 55 1
19 7837 0.996714 0.997074 0.000360 52 52 0
20 7635 0.968118 0.971374 0.003256 60 60 0
21 7756 0.985289 0.986768 0.001479 57 57 0
22 7853 0.999183 0.999109 0.000073 48 48 0
23 7842 0.997641 0.997710 0.000069 51 51 0
24 7638 0.968118 0.971756 0.003638 60 60 0
25 7859 0.999927 0.999873 0.000054 42 43 1
26 7696 0.975108 0.979135 0.004027 59 58 1
27 7855 0.999438 0.999364 0.000075 47 47 0
28 7839 0.998325 0.997328 0.000997 50 51 1
29 7658 0.975108 0.974300 0.000808 59 59 0
30 7824 0.995470 0.995420 0.000050 53 53 0
31 7723 0.980765 0.982570 0.001805 58 58 0
32 7791 0.991662 0.991221 0.000441 55 55 0
33 7778 0.988867 0.989567 0.000701 56 56 0
34 7851 0.999183 0.998855 0.000328 48 49 1
35 7843 0.998325 0.997837 0.000488 50 51 1
36 7757 0.985289 0.986896 0.001606 57 57 0
37 7859 0.999829 0.999873 0.000043 44 43 1
38 7538 0.959580 0.959033 0.000547 61 61 0
39 7650 0.975108 0.973282 0.001826 59 59 0
40 7843 0.997641 0.997837 0.000196 51 51 0
41 7579 0.959580 0.964249 0.004669 61 60 1
42 7316 0.922467 0.930789 0.008321 64 63 1
43 6880 0.863875 0.875318 0.011443 67 66 1
44 7025 0.886069 0.893766 0.007697 66 66 0
45 7400 0.936974 0.941476 0.004502 63 63 0
46 7813 0.993821 0.994020 0.000199 54 54 0
47 7762 0.988867 0.987532 0.001335 56 56 0
48 7852 0.998824 0.998982 0.000158 49 49 0
49 7331 0.922467 0.932697 0.010230 64 63 1
50 7856 0.999618 0.999491 0.000127 46 47 1
51 7061 0.886069 0.898346 0.012277 66 65 1
52 7028 0.886069 0.894148 0.008078 66 66 0
53 7686 0.975108 0.977863 0.002755 59 59 0
54 6872 0.863875 0.874300 0.010425 67 67 0
55 7807 0.993821 0.993257 0.000564 54 54 0
56 7744 0.985289 0.985242 0.000048 57 57 0
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57 7838 0.996714 0.997201 0.000487 52 52 0
58 7613 0.959580 0.968575 0.008995 61 60 1
59 7582 0.959580 0.964631 0.005051 61 60 1
60 7441 0.936974 0.946692 0.009718 63 62 1
61 7838 0.996714 0.997201 0.000487 52 52 0
62 6706 0.838890 0.853181 0.014290 68 67 1
63 7841 0.997641 0.997583 0.000059 51 51 0
64 7776 0.988867 0.989313 0.000446 56 56 0
65 7856 0.999618 0.999491 0.000127 46 47 1
66 7652 0.975108 0.973537 0.001571 59 59 0
67 7611 0.968118 0.968321 0.000203 60 60 0
68 7567 0.959580 0.962723 0.003142 61 61 0
69 7857 0.999743 0.999618 0.000125 45 46 1
70 7825 0.995470 0.995547 0.000077 53 53 0
71 7599 0.959580 0.966794 0.007214 61 60 1
72 7536 0.959580 0.958779 0.000802 61 61 0
73 7805 0.993821 0.993003 0.000819 54 54 0
74 7826 0.995470 0.995674 0.000205 53 53 0
75 7836 0.996714 0.996947 0.000233 52 52 0
76 7820 0.993821 0.994911 0.001090 54 53 1
77 7799 0.991662 0.992239 0.000577 55 55 0
78 6347 0.780513 0.807506 0.026993 70 69 1
79 7192 0.905556 0.915013 0.009457 65 64 1
80 7699 0.980765 0.979517 0.001248 58 58 0
81 7790 0.991662 0.991094 0.000568 55 55 0
82 7641 0.975108 0.972137 0.002971 59 59 0
83 7859 0.999927 0.999873 0.000054 42 43 1
84 7856 0.999618 0.999491 0.000127 46 47 1
85 6508 0.811089 0.827990 0.016901 69 68 1
86 7823 0.995470 0.995293 0.000177 53 53 0
87 7761 0.988867 0.987405 0.001462 56 56 0
88 6689 0.838890 0.851018 0.012128 68 68 0
89 7853 0.998824 0.999109 0.000286 49 48 1
90 7850 0.998824 0.998728 0.000096 49 49 0
91 7813 0.993821 0.994020 0.000199 54 54 0
92 6032 0.747274 0.767430 0.020156 71 70 1
93 7854 0.998824 0.999237 0.000413 49 48 1
94 7821 0.993821 0.995038 0.001217 54 53 1
95 7738 0.980765 0.984478 0.003714 58 57 1
96 6316 0.780513 0.803562 0.023049 70 69 1
97 7858 0.999829 0.999746 0.000084 44 45 1
98 7772 0.988867 0.988804 0.000063 56 56 0
99 7521 0.949273 0.956870 0.007597 62 61 1
100 7797 0.991662 0.991985 0.000323 55 55 0

Table 2. Quality of the approximation of the cumulative distribution function Φ and
the Hamming weight w̄ of the error vector in the MIM attack against the NHB# protocol for n = 7860.

NHB#
successful

auth.

Φ ΦNHB#est |Φ− ΦNHB#est| w̄ w̄NHB#est |w̄ − w̄NHB#est|

1 91 0.949273 0.926209 0.023064 62 64 2
2 44 0.339451 0.447837 0.108386 81 78 3
3 94 0.949273 0.956743 0.007470 62 61 1
4 78 0.968118 0.793893 0.174225 60 70 10
5 95 0.959580 0.966921 0.007341 61 60 1
6 108 0.998824 1.099237 0.100413 49 - -
7 95 0.993821 0.966921 0.026900 54 60 6
8 104 0.980765 1.058524 0.077759 58 - -
9 92 0.968118 0.936387 0.031731 60 63 3
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10 93 0.995470 0.946565 0.048905 53 62 9
11 104 0.997641 1.058524 0.060883 51 - -
12 90 0.997641 0.916031 0.081611 51 64 13
13 100 0.993821 1.017812 0.023991 54 - -
14 93 0.988867 0.946565 0.042302 56 62 6
15 81 0.968118 0.824427 0.143690 60 69 9
16 108 0.991662 1.099237 0.107575 55 - -
17 80 0.936974 0.814249 0.122724 63 69 6
18 105 0.993821 1.068702 0.074881 54 - -
19 84 0.996714 0.854962 0.141752 52 67 15
20 82 0.968118 0.834606 0.133512 60 68 8
21 81 0.985289 0.824427 0.160862 57 69 12
22 113 0.999183 1.150127 0.150944 48 - -
23 74 0.997641 0.753181 0.244461 51 71 20
24 81 0.968118 0.824427 0.143690 60 69 9
25 98 0.999927 0.997455 0.002471 42 51 9
26 98 0.975108 0.997455 0.022347 59 51 8
27 104 0.999438 1.058524 0.059086 47 - -
28 96 0.998325 0.977099 0.021226 50 59 9
29 98 0.975108 0.997455 0.022347 59 51 8
30 121 0.995470 1.231552 0.236083 53 - -
31 103 0.980765 1.048346 0.067581 58 - -
32 90 0.991662 0.916031 0.075631 55 64 9
33 94 0.988867 0.956743 0.032124 56 61 5
34 107 0.999183 1.089059 0.089876 48 - -
35 105 0.998325 1.068702 0.070377 50 - -
36 101 0.985289 1.027990 0.042700 57 - -
37 90 0.999829 0.916031 0.083799 44 64 20
38 93 0.959580 0.946565 0.013015 61 62 1
39 104 0.975108 1.058524 0.083416 59 - -
40 95 0.997641 0.966921 0.030720 51 60 9
41 86 0.959580 0.875318 0.084262 61 66 5
42 88 0.922467 0.895674 0.026793 64 66 2
43 82 0.863875 0.834606 0.029270 67 68 1
44 97 0.886069 0.987277 0.101208 66 56 10
45 83 0.936974 0.844784 0.092190 63 68 5
46 103 0.993821 1.048346 0.054525 54 - -
47 97 0.988867 0.987277 0.001589 56 56 0
48 101 0.998824 1.027990 0.029166 49 - -
49 104 0.922467 1.058524 0.136057 64 - -
50 120 0.999618 1.221374 0.221756 46 - -
51 108 0.886069 1.099237 0.213167 66 - -
52 92 0.886069 0.936387 0.050317 66 63 3
53 100 0.975108 1.017812 0.042704 59 - -
54 99 0.863875 1.007634 0.143758 67 - -
55 103 0.993821 1.048346 0.054525 54 - -
56 96 0.985289 0.977099 0.008190 57 59 2
57 91 0.996714 0.926209 0.070505 52 64 12
58 89 0.959580 0.905852 0.053728 61 65 4
59 105 0.959580 1.068702 0.109122 61 - -
60 86 0.936974 0.875318 0.061656 63 66 3
61 109 0.996714 1.109415 0.112701 52 - -
62 78 0.838890 0.793893 0.044997 68 70 2
63 115 0.997641 1.170483 0.172842 51 - -
64 89 0.988867 0.905852 0.083014 56 65 9
65 112 0.999618 1.139949 0.140331 46 - -
66 88 0.975108 0.895674 0.079434 59 66 7
67 114 0.968118 1.160305 0.192187 60 - -
68 87 0.959580 0.885496 0.074084 61 66 5
69 91 0.999743 0.926209 0.073535 45 64 19
70 111 0.995470 1.129771 0.134301 53 - -
71 75 0.959580 0.763359 0.196221 61 71 10
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72 84 0.959580 0.854962 0.104618 61 67 6
73 99 0.993821 1.007634 0.013812 54 - -
74 102 0.995470 1.038168 0.042698 53 - -
75 106 0.996714 1.078880 0.082167 52 - -
76 97 0.993821 0.987277 0.006544 54 56 2
77 84 0.991662 0.854962 0.136700 55 67 12
78 79 0.780513 0.804071 0.023558 70 69 1
79 83 0.905556 0.844784 0.060772 65 68 3
80 98 0.980765 0.997455 0.016691 58 51 7
81 95 0.991662 0.966921 0.024741 55 60 5
82 93 0.975108 0.946565 0.028543 59 62 3
83 94 0.999927 0.956743 0.043184 42 61 19
84 95 0.999618 0.966921 0.032697 46 60 14
85 87 0.811089 0.885496 0.074407 69 66 3
86 87 0.995470 0.885496 0.109973 53 66 13
87 92 0.988867 0.936387 0.052480 56 63 7
88 81 0.838890 0.824427 0.014463 68 69 1
89 89 0.998824 0.905852 0.092971 49 65 16
90 102 0.998824 1.038168 0.039344 49 - -
91 116 0.993821 1.180662 0.186840 54 - -
92 71 0.747274 0.722646 0.024628 71 72 1
93 102 0.998824 1.038168 0.039344 49 - -
94 99 0.993821 1.007634 0.013812 54 - -
95 117 0.980765 1.190840 0.210075 58 - -
96 81 0.780513 0.824427 0.043914 70 69 1
97 118 0.999829 1.201018 0.201189 44 - -
98 89 0.988867 0.905852 0.083014 56 65 9
99 88 0.949273 0.895674 0.053599 62 66 4
100 97 0.991662 0.987277 0.004385 55 56 1

Table 3. Quality of the approximation of the cumulative distribution function Φ and
the Hamming weight w̄ of the error vector in the MIM attack against the HB# protocol for n = 635800.

HB#
successful

auth.

Φ ΦHB#est |Φ− ΦHB#est| w̄ w̄HB#est |w̄ − w̄HB#est|

1 624158 0.980765 0.981689 0.000924 58 58 0
2 634610 0.998325 0.998128 0.000197 50 50 0
3 612470 0.959580 0.963306 0.003726 61 61 0
4 624433 0.980765 0.982122 0.001357 58 58 0
5 631980 0.993821 0.993992 0.000171 54 54 0
6 631906 0.993821 0.993875 0.000054 54 54 0
7 469654 0.711560 0.738682 0.027122 72 71 1
8 490098 0.747274 0.770837 0.023562 71 70 1
9 631863 0.993821 0.993808 0.000013 54 54 0
10 626938 0.985289 0.986062 0.000772 57 57 0
11 630661 0.991662 0.991917 0.000255 55 55 0
12 558550 0.863875 0.878500 0.014624 67 66 1
13 626870 0.985289 0.985955 0.000665 57 57 0
14 630661 0.991662 0.991917 0.000255 55 55 0
15 612469 0.959580 0.963304 0.003724 61 61 0
16 633536 0.996714 0.996439 0.000274 52 52 0
17 629110 0.988867 0.989478 0.000611 56 56 0
18 630758 0.991662 0.992070 0.000408 55 55 0
19 628977 0.988867 0.989269 0.000402 56 56 0
20 606772 0.949273 0.954344 0.005071 62 62 0
21 544070 0.838890 0.855725 0.016835 68 67 1
22 633659 0.996714 0.996633 0.000081 52 52 0
23 634979 0.998824 0.998709 0.000115 49 49 0
24 634247 0.997641 0.997557 0.000084 51 51 0
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25 631858 0.993821 0.993800 0.000021 54 54 0
26 630634 0.991662 0.991875 0.000213 55 55 0
27 633616 0.996714 0.996565 0.000149 52 52 0
28 582235 0.905556 0.915752 0.010196 65 64 1
29 599394 0.936974 0.942740 0.005766 63 63 0
30 633584 0.996714 0.996515 0.000199 52 52 0
31 626964 0.985289 0.986103 0.000813 57 57 0
32 630599 0.991662 0.991820 0.000158 55 55 0
33 633638 0.996714 0.996600 0.000114 52 52 0
34 635557 0.999618 0.999618 0.000000 46 46 0
35 634996 0.998824 0.998735 0.000088 49 49 0
36 591828 0.922467 0.930840 0.008372 64 63 1
37 635587 0.999743 0.999665 0.000078 45 46 1
38 528209 0.811089 0.830779 0.019689 69 68 1
39 634634 0.998325 0.998166 0.000159 50 50 0
40 591252 0.922467 0.929934 0.007466 64 64 0
41 628992 0.988867 0.989292 0.000426 56 56 0
42 629176 0.988867 0.989582 0.000715 56 56 0
43 621182 0.975108 0.977008 0.001900 59 59 0
44 599530 0.936974 0.942954 0.005980 63 63 0
45 634210 0.997641 0.997499 0.000142 51 51 0
46 635666 0.999829 0.999789 0.000040 44 45 1
47 628929 0.988867 0.989193 0.000327 56 56 0
48 606482 0.949273 0.953888 0.004615 62 62 0
49 621113 0.975108 0.976900 0.001792 59 59 0
50 632828 0.995470 0.995326 0.000144 53 53 0
51 544706 0.838890 0.856725 0.017835 68 67 1
52 621225 0.975108 0.977076 0.001968 59 59 0
53 599870 0.936974 0.943489 0.006515 63 62 1
54 633672 0.996714 0.996653 0.000061 52 52 0
55 544196 0.838890 0.855923 0.017033 68 67 1
56 612526 0.959580 0.963394 0.003814 61 61 0
57 617139 0.968118 0.970650 0.002532 60 60 0
58 591931 0.922467 0.931002 0.008534 64 63 1
59 624438 0.980765 0.982130 0.001365 58 58 0
60 600123 0.936974 0.943886 0.006913 63 62 1
61 544419 0.838890 0.856274 0.017384 68 67 1
62 629115 0.988867 0.989486 0.000619 56 56 0
63 591515 0.922467 0.930348 0.007880 64 63 1
64 617488 0.968118 0.971198 0.003081 60 60 0
65 591583 0.922467 0.930455 0.007987 64 63 1
66 599790 0.936974 0.943363 0.006389 63 63 0
67 624417 0.980765 0.982097 0.001332 58 58 0
68 621348 0.975108 0.977270 0.002162 59 59 0
69 621091 0.975108 0.976865 0.001757 59 59 0
70 591911 0.922467 0.930970 0.008503 64 63 1
71 630654 0.991662 0.991906 0.000244 55 55 0
72 634200 0.997641 0.997483 0.000158 51 51 0
73 582034 0.905556 0.915436 0.009880 65 64 1
74 621336 0.975108 0.977251 0.002143 59 59 0
75 633612 0.996714 0.996559 0.000155 52 52 0
76 633658 0.996714 0.996631 0.000083 52 52 0
77 628971 0.988867 0.989259 0.000393 56 56 0
78 635648 0.999829 0.999761 0.000068 44 45 1
79 624420 0.980765 0.982101 0.001337 58 58 0
80 634962 0.998824 0.998682 0.000142 49 49 0
81 628991 0.988867 0.989291 0.000424 56 56 0
82 621181 0.975108 0.977007 0.001899 59 59 0
83 624381 0.980765 0.982040 0.001275 58 58 0
84 624430 0.980765 0.982117 0.001352 58 58 0
85 621366 0.975108 0.977298 0.002190 59 59 0
86 634174 0.997641 0.997443 0.000199 51 51 0
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87 490574 0.747274 0.771585 0.024311 71 70 1
88 606844 0.949273 0.954457 0.005184 62 62 0
89 621329 0.975108 0.977240 0.002132 59 59 0
90 582157 0.905556 0.915629 0.010073 65 64 1
91 621504 0.975108 0.977515 0.002407 59 59 0
92 627320 0.985289 0.986662 0.001373 57 57 0
93 621351 0.975108 0.977274 0.002166 59 59 0
94 621265 0.975108 0.977139 0.002031 59 59 0
95 606750 0.949273 0.954310 0.005036 62 62 0
96 591392 0.922467 0.930154 0.007687 64 63 1
97 599936 0.936974 0.943592 0.006618 63 62 1
98 606884 0.949273 0.954520 0.005247 62 62 0
99 633634 0.996714 0.996593 0.000120 52 52 0
100 634628 0.998325 0.998157 0.000169 50 50 0

Table 4. Quality of the approximation of the cumulative distribution function Φ and
the Hamming weight w̄ of the error vector in the MIM attack against the NHB# protocol for n = 635800.

NHB#
successful

auth.

Φ ΦNHB#est |Φ− ΦNHB#est| w̄ w̄NHB#est |w̄ − w̄NHB#est|

1 7809 0.980765 0.982573 0.001808 58 58 0
2 7864 0.998325 0.989494 0.008832 50 56 6
3 7812 0.959580 0.982951 0.023370 61 58 3
4 7749 0.980765 0.975024 0.005741 58 59 1
5 7792 0.993821 0.980434 0.013387 54 58 4
6 7779 0.993821 0.978798 0.015023 54 58 4
7 5804 0.711560 0.730293 0.018733 72 71 1
8 6072 0.747274 0.764014 0.016739 71 71 0
9 7927 0.993821 0.997421 0.003599 54 51 3
10 7974 0.985289 1.003334 0.018045 57 - -
11 8002 0.991662 1.006858 0.015195 55 - -
12 6979 0.863875 0.878138 0.014263 67 66 1
13 7826 0.985289 0.984712 0.000577 57 57 0
14 7890 0.991662 0.992765 0.001103 55 55 0
15 7735 0.959580 0.973262 0.013682 61 59 2
16 7976 0.996714 1.003586 0.006872 52 - -
17 7650 0.988867 0.962567 0.026300 56 61 5
18 7930 0.991662 0.997798 0.006136 55 51 4
19 7744 0.988867 0.974394 0.014472 56 59 3
20 7576 0.949273 0.953256 0.003983 62 62 0
21 6817 0.838890 0.857754 0.018864 68 67 1
22 7868 0.996714 0.989997 0.006717 52 56 4
23 8015 0.998824 1.008493 0.009669 49 - -
24 7907 0.997641 0.994904 0.002737 51 53 2
25 7888 0.993821 0.992513 0.001308 54 55 1
26 7794 0.991662 0.980686 0.010976 55 58 3
27 7900 0.996714 0.994023 0.002690 52 54 2
28 7231 0.905556 0.909846 0.004290 65 65 0
29 7338 0.936974 0.923309 0.013665 63 64 1
30 7952 0.996714 1.000566 0.003853 52 - -
31 7709 0.985289 0.969991 0.015299 57 60 3
32 7922 0.991662 0.996791 0.005129 55 52 3
33 7936 0.996714 0.998553 0.001839 52 50 2
34 8004 0.999618 1.007109 0.007491 46 - -
35 7943 0.998824 0.999434 0.000610 49 47 2
36 7376 0.922467 0.928091 0.005623 64 64 0
37 7929 0.999743 0.997672 0.002071 45 51 6
38 6583 0.811089 0.828311 0.017222 69 68 1
39 7991 0.998325 1.005473 0.007148 50 - -
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40 7418 0.922467 0.933375 0.010908 64 63 1
41 7843 0.988867 0.986851 0.002015 56 57 1
42 7747 0.988867 0.974772 0.014095 56 59 3
43 7755 0.975108 0.975779 0.000671 59 59 0
44 7380 0.936974 0.928594 0.008380 63 64 1
45 7942 0.997641 0.999308 0.001667 51 48 3
46 7944 0.999829 0.999560 0.000270 44 46 2
47 7844 0.988867 0.986977 0.001890 56 57 1
48 7622 0.949273 0.959044 0.009771 62 61 1
49 7739 0.975108 0.973765 0.001343 59 59 0
50 7989 0.995470 1.005222 0.009752 53 - -
51 6751 0.838890 0.849450 0.010559 68 68 0
52 7621 0.975108 0.958918 0.016190 59 61 2
53 7412 0.936974 0.932620 0.004354 63 63 0
54 8038 0.996714 1.011387 0.014674 52 - -
55 6706 0.838890 0.843787 0.004897 68 68 0
56 7628 0.959580 0.959799 0.000218 61 61 0
57 7835 0.968118 0.985845 0.017727 60 57 3
58 7357 0.922467 0.925700 0.003232 64 64 0
59 7731 0.980765 0.972759 0.008006 58 59 1
60 7633 0.936974 0.960428 0.023454 63 61 2
61 6760 0.838890 0.850582 0.011692 68 68 0
62 7856 0.988867 0.988487 0.000380 56 56 0
63 7509 0.922467 0.944825 0.022358 64 62 2
64 7844 0.968118 0.986977 0.018859 60 57 3
65 7431 0.922467 0.935011 0.012544 64 63 1
66 7428 0.936974 0.934634 0.002340 63 63 0
67 7977 0.980765 1.003712 0.022947 58 - -
68 7812 0.975108 0.982951 0.007843 59 58 1
69 7764 0.975108 0.976911 0.001803 59 59 0
70 7391 0.922467 0.929978 0.007511 64 64 0
71 7908 0.991662 0.995030 0.003368 55 53 2
72 7985 0.997641 1.004718 0.007077 51 - -
73 7253 0.905556 0.912614 0.007058 65 65 0
74 7750 0.975108 0.975149 0.000041 59 59 0
75 7875 0.996714 0.990878 0.005836 52 55 3
76 7957 0.996714 1.001195 0.004482 52 - -
77 7769 0.988867 0.977540 0.011326 56 59 3
78 8093 0.999829 1.018308 0.018478 44 - -
79 7832 0.980765 0.985467 0.004702 58 57 1
80 7917 0.998824 0.996162 0.002662 49 52 3
81 7763 0.988867 0.976785 0.012081 56 59 3
82 7838 0.975108 0.986222 0.011114 59 57 2
83 7853 0.980765 0.988109 0.007345 58 56 2
84 7692 0.980765 0.967852 0.012913 58 60 2
85 7814 0.975108 0.983202 0.008094 59 57 2
86 8085 0.997641 1.017301 0.019660 51 - -
87 6177 0.747274 0.777226 0.029951 71 70 1
88 7689 0.949273 0.967474 0.018201 62 60 2
89 7784 0.975108 0.979427 0.004319 59 58 1
90 7371 0.905556 0.927461 0.021905 65 64 1
91 7600 0.975108 0.956276 0.018832 59 61 2
92 7771 0.985289 0.977792 0.007498 57 59 2
93 7851 0.975108 0.987858 0.012750 59 56 3
94 7888 0.975108 0.992513 0.017405 59 55 4
95 7542 0.949273 0.948978 0.000295 62 62 0
96 7265 0.922467 0.914124 0.008344 64 65 1
97 7525 0.936974 0.946839 0.009865 63 62 1
98 7682 0.949273 0.966593 0.017320 62 60 2
99 8064 0.996714 1.014659 0.017945 52 - -
100 7975 0.998325 1.003460 0.005135 50 - -
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Experimental Evaluation of Certain Security
Issues of Grain v1 Stream Cipher

Arsić, Aleksandra; Jelisavčić, Vladisav; and Mihaljević, Miodrag J.

Abstract—This paper provides additional insights
regarding certain Grain-v1 security evaluation and
security enhancement approaches. The paper pro-
vides experimental evaluation of a recently reported
the time-memory trade-off paradigm employed for
cryptanalysis and experimental evaluation of statis-
tical features of Grain-v1 output sequences which
are subject of error-correction encoding and degra-
dation by a channel with bit-deletions.

Index Terms—Grain-v1, lightweight encryption,
stream ciphers, security evaluation, security en-
hancement.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lightweight cryptographic techniques have

been recognized as substantial components
for providing cyber-security and particularly
security within Internet of Things (IoT) and
machine-to-machine communications (M2M).
These techniques should support minimization
of the overheads implied by employed security
mechanisms. The required minimization is
particularly related to minimization of the
implementation complexity and the energy
consumption. On the other hand, lightweight
cryptographic techniques also should provide
high level of the cryptographic security which
implies a number of challenges regarding design
and security evaluation of these techniques.
Lightweight encryption techniques appear as
an important class, and a number of block and
stream ciphers have been proposed. One of
the proposed stream ciphers is Grain-v1, [1], [2],
which has received a significant attention because
of it implementation requirements which can fit
even into very restricted RFID implementation
scenarios. Also, Grain-v1 has been subject of a
number of security evaluations (see [3], [4] and
[5], for example).
It has been claimed that [5] yields the most

powerful method for cryptanalysis of Grain-v1
focused on a state recovery attack against
Grain-v1 in the single key and IV pair setting
using time-memory-data tradeoffs. The proposed
cryptanalysis is based on the following. Firstly,
the concept of k-normality has been extended
into k-linear-normality of Boolean functions. Then,
the k-linear-normality of the filter function is
combined with sampling resistance under the
constraints of some state bits, which makes the

This research is supported by the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technological Development, Republic of Serbia.

sampling resistance much longer, and reduces
the searching space that supports wider tradeoff
parameters. This kind of sampling resistance
is called a conditional sampling resistance. For
Grain-v1, a conditional sampling resistance has
been pointed-out based on a specific guessing
path that by fixing 51 bits of state constraint
conditions and guessing 81 bits more of the
internal state. The remaining 28 bits of the
state can be recovered directly using the first
28 keystream output bits generated from the
state, which is 10 bits longer than the sampling
resistance given [3]. According to the conditional
sampling resistance, a time-memory-data tradeoff
attack against Grain-v1 has been conducted and
its cryptanalytic power has been claimed by the
following: The proposed cryptanalysis requires
T = 261 table look-up operations employing
a memory of M = 271 dimension assuming
available keystream length of D = 279 and the
preprocessing time of P = 281, which appear as
much better than the best parameters T = 271,
D = 253.5, M = 271 and P = 2106.5 in the single
key and IV pair setting previously reported.

Motivation for the Work. Grain-v1 is among
the current candidates for lightweight stream
ciphers for IoT and M2M communications. The
results reported in [5] indicate additional security
weaknesses of Grain-v1, but the claims regarding
performance of the proposed time-memory
trade-off attack have not been justified by
experimental results. Accordingly, one motivation
for our work was experimental evaluation of
the employed time-memory trade-off approach.
On the other hand, the reported weaknesses
of the lightweight encryption schemes are a
motivation for consideration of the generic
approaches for security enhancement of the
lightweight encryption techniques. One recently
proposed approach has been reported in [6]
where employment of the simulated channels
with synchronization errors has been proposed
for the security enhancement. Following the ideas
of the approach proposed in [6], we have been
motivated to consider statistical features of the
error-correction encoded segments of Grain-v1
keystream after a channel with synchronization
errors. Consequently, we address an experimental
evaluation of certain error-correction encoding
techniques in order to analyze the encoding
implication on the statistical features of the
encoded binary sequences generated by Grain-
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v1 after a channel with synchronization errors
which deletes a fraction of input bits.

Organization of the Paper. Sections II and III
summarize Grain-v1 encryption and its recently
reported cryptanalysis, respectively. Section IV
provides an experimental analysis of the cryptana-
lytic approach summarized in Section III. Section
V addresses impact of error-correction encoding
of Grain-v1 output segments after a channel with
bit deletions for different error-correction codes.
Finally, main messages of this paper are given in
Section VI.

2. DESCRIPTION OF GRAIN-V1
In this section a specification of Grain-v1 [1] is

described. Grain-v1 is stream cipher which is a
part of the eSTREAM project [7]. This cipher is
based on two shift registers and filter function.
One of the shift registers has linear (LFSR) and
the other one has nonlinear (NFSR) feedback. The
shift registers are 80 bits long. Algorithm as input
accepts an 80-bit binary key and a 64-bit binary
IV vector. NFSR register is initialized with key bits
and denoted as (s0, ..., s79). LFSR was initialized
with 64-bit IV and the remaining bits have value
one. This register was denoted as (b0, ..., b79).
In every algorithm’s iteration, state of registers

are updated with new ones. Every bit in registers
was shifted for one position in left. Bits in position
i was initialized with values from bits in position
i + 1 from appropriate registers. The biggest po-
sitions in both registers are initialized with values
from update functions, respectively described with
functions (1) and (2). The linear shift register gets
output from function (1), nonlinear register gets a
value from function (2).

st+80 = st+62⊕st+51⊕st+38⊕st+23⊕st+13⊕st (1)

bt+80 = st ⊕ bt+62 ⊕ bt+60 ⊕ bt+52 ⊕ bt+45

⊕ bt+37 ⊕ bt+33 ⊕ bt+28 ⊕ bt+21 ⊕ bt+14

⊕ bt+9 ⊕ bt ⊕ bt+63bt+60 ⊕ bt+37bt+33

⊕ bt+15bt+9 ⊕ bt+60bt+52bt+45

(2)

The contents of shift registers represent the
state of the cipher in one clock cycle t. The state
of the cipher has 160 bits. At each clock cycle,
filter function h(x) takes five variables from both
registers and as output produces a single bit. The
function h(x) is defined with equation (3)

h(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x0x3 ⊕ x2x3

⊕ x3x4 ⊕ x0x1x2 ⊕ x0x2x3 ⊕ x0x2x4

⊕ x1x2x4 ⊕ x2x3x4

(3)

where the variables x0, x1, x2, x3 and x4 corre-
spond to the tap positions si+3, si+25, si+46, si+64

and bi+63, respectively.

The output from filter function is masked with
seven more bits from NFSR register defined with
equation (4). In one clock cycle, function (4) pro-
duces one bit which is also Grain-v1 algorithm’s
out bit. For initialization of keystream length N it is
necessary that algorithm has exactly N iterations
of shifting registers.

zt = h(x)⊕
∑
j∈A

bt+j

whereA = {1, 2, 4, 10, 31, 43, 56}
(4)

The cipher is clocked 160 times without pro-
ducing any key, after initialization registers with
key and IV vector. In the biggest position of LFSR
register was putted the output bit from function (4).
Described process is called initialization phase.
After this phase, cipher will output 1 bit/clock. The
algorithm of the Grain-v1 is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Grain-v1 algorithm

3. ANALYSIS AND TIME-MEMORY-DATA
TRADEOFF ATTACK OF GRAIN-V1

This chapter describes mathematical analyze
for Grain-v1 with an emphasis on filter function
h(x). It is explained how to generate a large matrix
for Time-Memory-Data (TMD) Tradeoff Attack [8]
according to the conditional sampling resistance.
Filter function h(x) given by formula (3) is non-

linear, in general case. Therefore, it is difficult that
attacker reconstructs state of registers in time t
using keystream with output bits. Authors of paper
[5] deduced certain bit’s constraints on the regis-
ters where filter function is in linear mode. They
noted that the state update function of Grain-v1 is
invertible during keystream generation if the bits’
conditions are complied. This has a consequence
that if we can recover states of registers at some
time t, we can clock it backwards to recover the
used key. State recovery attack that they proposed
focuses on the keystream vector generated after
initialization phase. They claim that if a stream
cipher has n-bit state, l bits of the internal state
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can be recovered with l keystream bits, directly.
This scenario is not possible in every situation. It
is a special case, when keystream from Grain-v1
algorithm contains output bit from linear filter func-
tion. In this study, some bits must be on positions
and have values defined with constrains so that
the filter function is in linear mode. The attacker
has a task to hit remaining bits. Dimension of
vector that the attacker must guess is smaller than
dimension n.
Authors proposed sampling resistance [3] of

Grain-v1 algorithm. Specific conditional sampling
resistance for Grain-v1 is presented and guess-
and-determine strategy is based on it. They
choose two linear modes of filter function h(x)
when

x2 = 0, x3 = 1, then h(x) = x0 ⊕ x1

and

x0 = 1, x1 = 0, x2 = 1, then h(x) = x3.
Scenario when this kind of attack is possible is

presented in Table 1. The first column of Table 1
consists state’s constrains, positions and values
of bits in registers which makes filter function
h(x) to be linear. The second column represents
keystream bits. Using output function’s bits it is
possible to recover bits indicated in the last column
of the Table 1. For that the attacker needs to hit
values in positions denoted in fourth column in
Table 1.
Given guess-and-determine strategy allows that

if the attacker fixes n bits of state constraints
conditions and guesses l bits more of the internal
state, he can recover the remaining (180 − n − l)
bits of the state using the first (180 − n − l) bits
keystream output. Authors of mentioned paper
fixed 51 bits respecting restrictions, declared in
the first column of Table 1 and try to recover 28
bits, described in the fourth column, by using 28
bits from keystream and guessing 81 bits more
defined in the third column. Idea was that the
attacker listens output from Grain-v1 algorithm and
waits a sequence on the basis of which will be
able to assume that a filter function is in linear
mode and content of registers on 51 position. After
that attacker is able to reconstruct bits solving the
system of equations using bits from keystream.
For the remaining unknown bits, the attacker uses
guess-and-determine strategy.
After analysis are done and known, TMD Trade-

off Attack can be realized. First phase for this at-
tack is preprocessing phase. Goal of preprocess-
ing phase is matrix initialization. According com-
putation power and technical opportunities, our
matrix is not the same size like in [5]. Dimensions
of matrix that was generated for this study were
m× t where m = 214 and t = 210. The other (81 -
24) bits are initialized by random values and stay
fixed all time for guess-and-determine algorithm.
The positions of these bits are also arbitrary and
chosen from set cited in fourth column of Table

1. Authors of this paper suppose that attacker
guessed them successfully, every time. In that
way, number of all permutations is smaller, so
time and memory space for computing matrix are
smaller, too.
Preprocessing phase is described as:
1. Generate a fixed string s ∈ {0, 1}28 as a
segment of keystream according to Table 1.
2. Form a m × t matrix that tries to cover the
whole search space which is composed of all
the possible permutations with guessed 24 bits of
NFSR and LFSR states as follows:
(a) Randomly generate m startpoints of the

chains, each point is represented like vector
of 24 bits length.

(b) Under the constraint conditions of 51 bits
shown in Table 1, recover the remaining
28 bits of the state using the segment of
keystream s according to the guessing path.
The rest 57 more bits of state must be fixed
and they are some of guessed bits in Table 1.
Make it the next point in the chain, and update
the registers NFSR and LFSR with this point.

(c) Iterate Step (b) t times on each startpoint
respectively.

(d) Store the pairs of startpoints and endpoints
(SPj , EPj), j = 1, ...,m in a matrix.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our first experiment was to generate matrix

for TMD Tradeoff Attack and check if there are
duplicate of states. Dimensions of our matrix were
m× t where m = 214 and t = 210. First, startpoints
for each row was random initialized, keeping in
the mind there are no duplicate startpoints. Next
step was to fill all states in matrix. Every state in
chains, except first one, is result from 24 iterations
of Grain-v1 algorithm with registers initialization
with previous state’s bits from the same row in
matrix. After filling the matrix, content of matrix
was analyzed.
Experiments were repeated 50 times. In every

experiment, indexes and values of fixed bits, which
we can not generate with guess strategy, were
different. Contents of startpoints in matrix were
generated every time, too. Experiments showed
that some states in matrix occur more than one
time. The conclusion is the matrix does not contain
all the elements of search space. The numbers of
repetitions are in range from 1 to 1895496 times,
per one state. Repetition rate in all experiments
was in range from 48.59 to 54.17 percent of
number of all matrix states.
Average case for all experiments can be seen

in Figure 2. All experiments had uniform results.
There was no experiment with the result that had
a lot of waste than the average case. Analysis
of this experiment were consisted in calculating
the number of occurrences of each state in the
matrix. Since the number of occurrences of each
state is known, states are grouped according to
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TABLE 1: Guess-and-determine strategy
Step Constraint conditions Concerned bits Guessed NFSR and LFSR bits Recovered bit
0 s46 = 0, s64 = 1 z0 b1, b2, b4, b31, b43, b56, s3 b10
1 s47 = 0, s65 = 1 z1 b3, b5, b32, b44, b57, s4 b11
2 s48 = 0, s66 = 1 z2 b6, b33, b45, b58, s5 b12
3 s49 = 0, s67 = 1 z3 b7, b34, b46, b59, s6 b13
4 s50 = 0, s68 = 1 z4 b8, b35, b47, b60, s7 b14
5 s51 = 0, s69 = 1 z5 b9, b36, b48, b61, s8 b15
6 s52 = 0, s70 = 1 z6 b37, b49, b62, s9, s31 b16
7 s53 = 0, s71 = 1 z7 b38, b50, b63, s10, s32 b17
8 s54 = 0, s72 = 1 z8 b39, b51, b64, s11, s33 b18
9 s55 = 0, s73 = 1 z9 b40, b52, b65, s12, s34 b19
10 s56 = 0, s74 = 1 z10 b41, b53, b66, s13, s35 b20
11 s57 = 0, s75 = 1 z11 b42, b54, b67, s14, s36 b21
12 s58 = 0, s76 = 1 z12 b55, b68, s15, s37 b22
13 s59 = 0, s77 = 1 z13 b69, s17, s39 b23
14 s60 = 0, s78 = 1 z14 b70, s17, s39 b24
15 s61 = 0, s79 = 1 z15 b71, s18, s40 b25
16 s22 = 1, s44 = 0, s65 = 1 z19 b75 b29
17 s23 = 1, s45 = 0, s66 = 1 z20 b76 b30
18 s24 = 1, s46 = 0, s67 = 1 z21 - b77
19 s19 = s20 = s28 = 1 z16 = 0 b72, b73 s0

s41 = s42 = s50 = 0 z17 = 0
s62 = s63 = s71 = 1 z25 = 0

20 s20 = s21 = s29 = 1 z17 = 0 b74 s1
s42 = s43 = s51 = 0 z18 = 0
s63 = s64 = s72 = 1 z26 = 0

21 s30 = 1, s52 = 0, s73 = 1 z27 - b28
22 s21 = 1, s43 = 0, s64 = 1 z18 - s2
23 s29 = 1, s51 = 0, s72 = 1 z26 - b27
24 s28 = 1, s50 = 0, s71 = 1 z25 - b26
25 s25 = 1, s47 = 0, s68 = 1 z22 - b78
26 s26 = 1, s48 = 0, s69 = 1 z23 - b79
27 s27 = 1, s49 = 0, s70 = 1 z24 - b0

the number of occurrences. In Figure 2, Y-axis rep-
resents how much states are in group with same
occurrences number. States in every group have
same repetition score. X-axis represents repetition
number by one group.
Next experiment analyses number and length of

sub-chains that appear in the other chains. Analy-
sis are shown that if there is a state in matrix in row
i and column j that appears in some other row, for
example l in column k has the consequence that
the rest of rows i and l have same sub-chains of
states. The justification for this is a deterministic
procedure for obtaining keystream from Grain-v1.
In this analysis, all sub-chains with more than one
appearance were grouped.
In Figure 3 is represented number and length

for each sub-chains that appeared more than one
time in matrix. On graph, Y-axis represents how
much time sub-chains with same length were oc-
curred in matrix. Length of sub-chains, which is
unique for one group, is denoted on X-axis. For
example, there are 37 sub-chains with length 804
states. Group with the longest sub-chains had 22
sub-chains length 1022.
Last analysis for this experiment was to analyze

states in same row in matrix. It was tested if
there are two and more equals states in same
chains. Results shown that it happened to con-
struct chain with periodically repetition sub-chains
length smaller than t. In Figure 4 is described
frequency of this sub-chains. On X-axis is indi-
cated length of sub-chain in one row. On Y-axis is
denoted serial number of sub-chain. From Figure

4, can be seen that these sub-chains were 12 in
total. Length of sub-chains was in range from 67
to 1004 states.

5. CODING ISSUES OF SECURITY
ENHANCEMENT

This section provides experimental evaluation
of certain codes which could be employed for
security enhancement of Grain-v1.

5.1. Codes for Binary Channels with Erasures
The considered codes belong to the family of

Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes. LDPC
software package used in experiments consists
of two components: the simulator itself written in
C and a parity check generator written in Oc-
tave/Matlab. The software is a modification of the
software for Similac LDPC decoding the IEEE
802.11n available at [9]. Simulator used to con-
duct LDPC encoding was adapted from [10]. This
specific implementation was chosen because of
its modularity and extensibility. In order to adjust
original simulator for our purposes, two additional
modules were implemented: Deterministic Binary
Erasure Channel (DBEC) and QC-LDPC importer
(make_QCLDPC).
Simulation of QC-LDPC coded channel consists

of following steps:
1) LDPC code generation,
2) encoding,
3) channel transmission,
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Figure 2: Classification states in groups with same occurrences number

Figure 3: Classification sub-chains in groups with same length

4) decoding and
5) verification.

During the LDPC [11] code generation step par-
ity check and generator matrices are generated
based on input parameters and imported. In order
to use this simulator for Grain-LDPC-encryption,
modul for importing the reconstructed QC-LDPC
codes had to be implemented since original pack-
age can be used only for generating only plain
(non quasi-cyclic) LDPC codes. In order to go
through encoding step, binary source message
is needed, as well as generator matrix gener-
ated in previous step. In our experiments, input
source message is obtained as an output from
the Grain-v1 algorithm. Channel transmission step

is used to corrupt encoded message in order to
simulate erroneous channel transmission. Original
package contains several erasure channel imple-
mentations, including Binary Symmetric, AWGN
and AWLN channels. In our experiments, encoded
message is not corrupted in order to model re-
alistic communications channel, but to impose
certain statistical properties to encrypted data.
Therefore, we implemented Deterministic Binary
Erasure Channel. This module behaves like an
ordinary Binary Erasure Channel but with one
distinction: bits are erased deterministically, based
on the provided input erasure sequence. This,
input to this module consists of encoded message
and erasure sequence. This erasure sequence
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Figure 4: Length for periodically repeated sub-chains

is also prodded as an output from the Grain-v1
algorithm. Decoding step is done using the belief
propagation algorithm. Input arguments to this
module include transmitted message (generated
in previous step), parity check matrix (generated
in first step) and number of iterations. Verification
step is only conducted when designing the QC-
LDPC code. This step ensures that input message
can be successfully restored after erasing bits in
step 3. This step can be used to estimate the
maximum erasure rate that can be achieved using
the given code.

5.2. Tests
In this experiment is examined whether the

codes are suitable for cryptographic usage. Pa-
rameters for generating the different QC-LDPC
codes used in experiments are shown in Table
2. Generator matrices are represented as bitmaps
in Figure 5-7. White pixels represented zero bits
and bits with value one are denoted like black
pixels. Goal of this experiment is to check if
coded message is pseudo-random sequence and
suitable for cryptographic usage. It is clear that
results of experiments depend of parameters and
contents generator and parity check matrices. For
this experiment, set of statistical tests is used to
prove that the generator is, or not, suitable for use
in cryptography. Set of statistical tests is repeated
on three binary streams coded with three different
codes.
For detecting deviations from randomness of

binary sequences, National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) uses a Statistical Test
Suite for Random and Pseudorandom Number
Generators for Cryptographic Applications [12].

The NIST Test Suite is a statistical package
which contains 15 different tests that tested the
randomness of binary sequences produced by
cryptographic random or pseudorandom number
generators. In our case, it was tested randomness
of output from Grain-v1 and LDPC codes. These
tests focus of a variety of different types of non-
randomness that could exist in a sequence. The
mentioned tests are:
1) The Frequency (Mono-bit) Test,
2) Frequency Test within a Block,
3) The Runs Test,
4) Tests for the Longest-Run-of-Ones in a Block,
5) The Binary Matrix Rank Test,
6) The Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral)

Test,
7) The Non-overlapping Template Matching

Test,
8) The Overlapping Template Matching Test,
9) Maurer’s ”Universal Statistical” Test,

10) The Linear Complexity Test,
11) The Serial Test,
12) The Approximate Entropy Test,
13) The Cumulative Sums (Cu-sums) Test,
14) The Random Excursions Test and
15) The Random Excursions Variant Test.
The focus of The Frequency (Mono-bit) Test is

to calculate the proportion of zeros and ones for
the entire sequence. The purpose of this test is to
determine whether the number of ones and zeros
in a sequence are approximately the same as
would be expected for a truly random sequence.
All other subsequent tests depend on the passing
of this test. This test has for arguments the length
of the bit-word n and the sequence of bits ϵ. For
this study, n had value 106.
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TABLE 2: Parameters for generating codes
Name Width of matrix Rate Length of code-word

LDPC_2040_R18 2040 1/8 255
LDPC_4080_R116 4080 1/16 255
LDPC_972_R16 972 1/6 162

Figure 5: Generator matrix for code LDPC_972_R16

Figure 6: Generator matrix for code LDPC_2040_R18

Figure 7: Generator matrix for code LDPC_4080_R116

TABLE 3: NIST tests results
STATISTICAL TEST LDPC972R16 LDPC2040R18 LDPC4080R116

P-VALUE PROPORTION P-VALUE PROPORTION P-VALUE PROPORTION
Frequency 0.921624 989/1000 0.000000* 972/1000* 0.866097 989/1000

BlockFrequency 0.834308 994/1000 0.000000* 964/1000* 0.471146 990/1000
CumulativeSums 0.647012 988/1000 0.000000* 970/1000* 0.595654 988/1000

Runs 0.125200 987/1000 0.000000* 966/1000* 0.616305 989/1000
LongestRun 0.217857 988/1000 0.336111 985/1000 0.128874 989/1000

Rank 0.733899 989/1000 0.316052 985/1000 0.084037 991/1000
FFT 0.955835 989/1000 0.000000* 2/1000* 0.859637 993/1000

NonOverlappingTemplate 0.518231 990/1000 0.000390* 979/1000* 0.511070 990/1000
OverlappingTemplate 0.620465 987/1000 0.000000* 984/1000* 0.245491 990/1000

Universal 0.024688 991/1000 0.000000* 4/1000* 0.703417 985/1000
ApproximateEntropy 0.779188 987/1000 0.000000* 963/1000* 0.469232 990/100
RandomExcursions 0.640932 599/605 0.643301 574/579 0.501618 637/643

RandomExcursionsVariant 0.312905 600/605 0.147909 575/579 0.516815 636/643
Serial 0.739424 987/1000 0.000040* 985/1000* 0.541842 989/1000

LinearComplexity 0.132640 990/1000 0.971006 989 0.522112 984/1000

The focus of Frequency Test within a Block
is to determine proportion of ones within M-bit
blocks. If the frequency of ones in an M-bit block
is approximately M/2, conclusion is that entered
sequence is random. Function call contains the
length of the bit-word n and the length of each
block, M .
Runs test has as a goal to determine a total

number of an uninterrupted sequences of identical
bits, called runs. In particular, this test determines
whether the oscillation between such zeros and
ones is too fast or too slow. Arguments for call of
this test is the same like for Frequency test.
The aim of Test for the Longest Run of Ones in a

Block is the longest run of ones within M-bit blocks.
The purpose of this test is to determine whether
the length of the longest run of ones within the

tested sequence is consistent with the length of
the longest run of ones that would be expected in
a random sequence. Arguments for the function
that tests described are length of the bit-word n,
the number of blocks N and length of each block
M . In this study, M = 128 and N = 1000 was
used.
The focus of Binary Matrix Rank Test is the rank

of disjoint sub-matrices of the entire sequence.
The purpose of this test is to check for linear
dependence among fixed length substrings of the
original sequence. This test uses, as parameter n,
M and the number of columns in each matrix Q
set at 32.
The focus of Non-overlapping Template Match-

ing Test is the number of occurrences of pre-
specified target strings. The purpose of this test
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is to detect generators that produce too many
occurrences of a given non-periodic (aperiodic)
pattern. For this test m-bit window is used to
search a specific m-bit pattern. The length in bits
of each template in experiments for this study had
value m = 9.
The focus of the Overlapping Template Match-

ing test is the number of occurrences of pre-
specified target strings. Like previous test, this
uses a m-bit window to search a specific m-bit
pattern. Block length for this test is m = 9, also.
Function call has as arguments the length of the
bit-word n, sequence for testing ϵ and the length
in bits of the template m.
The focus of Maurer’s ”Universal Statistical” Test

is the number of bits between matching patterns
(a measure that is related to the length of a
compressed sequence). The purpose of the test
is to detect whether or not the sequence can
be significantly compressed without loss of infor-
mation. A significantly compressible sequence is
considered to be non-random. For Universal test
it is necessary to know the length of each block L,
the number of blocks in the initialization sequence
Q, the length of the bit-word n and sequence of
bits ϵ.
The aim of Linear Complexity Test is to de-

termine whether or not the sequence is complex
enough to be considered random. For this test, it
needs to be known the value of n and the length
in bits of a block M . For this study, M = 500 as
recommended in specification of the test.
The focus of Serial test is to determine the

frequency of all possible overlapping m-bit pat-
terns across the sequence. The purpose of this
test is to determine whether the number of oc-
currences of the 2m m-bit overlapping patterns
is approximately the same as would be expected
for a random sequence. Random sequences have
uniformly distribution. This test needs the length of
bit-word n and the length in bits of each block m.
Last parameter initialized in value 16.
The purpose of Approximate Entropy Test is

to compare the frequency of overlapping blocks
of two consecutive/adjacent lengths (m and m+1)
against the expected result for a random se-
quence. For function call is needed to know the
length of the entire bit-sequence n and the length
of each block m. For this experiment, it was set
m = 10.
The focus of Cumulative Sums (Cu-sum) Test is

to calculate the maximal excursion (from zero) of
the random walk defined by the cumulative sum
of adjusted (-1, +1) digits in the sequence. The
purpose of the test is to determine whether the
cumulative sum of the partial sequences occurring
in the tested sequence is too large or too small rel-
ative to the expected behavior of that cumulative
sum for random sequences.
The aim of Random Excursions Test is the num-

ber of cycles having exactly K visits in a cumulative
sum random walk. The cumulative sum random

walk is derived from partial sums after the (0,1)
sequence is transferred to the appropriate (-1, +1)
sequence. A cycle of a random walk consists of a
sequence of steps of unit length taken at random
that begin at and return to the origin. The purpose
of this test is to determine if the number of visits
to a particular state within a cycle deviates from
what one would expect for a random sequence.
Function call has only the length of the bit-word n
and test sequence.
The focus of Random Excursions Variant Test

is the total number of times that a particular state
is visited (i.e. occurs) in a cumulative sum random
walk. The purpose of this test is to detect devia-
tions from the expected number of visits to various
states in the random walk
For many of the tests in this test suite, the

assumption has been made that the size of the
sequence length, n is large (from the order 103

to 107). For each of tests in test suite, was used
sequences whose length is 106. In every test 1000
sequences the same length are used.
After testing outputs from codes, for every test it

was computed P-values. On the basis of P-value
decision is made. If each P-value < α, where α
presents the significance level, then conclude that
the sequence is non-random. Otherwise, conclude
that the sequence is random. In our experiments
α is set on 0.01.
The results obtained by testing outlined codes

are given in Table 3. With ∗ are denoted un-
successful tests. P-value is used for make deci-
sion if statistical test has hypothesis ”Sequence
is random” or alternative one. Column which has
name ”PROPORTION” denotes number of sub-
sequences which passed test successfully. Total
number of tested sub-sequences in all experi-
ments was 1000.
After testing three different codes conclusion is

that LDPC_972_R16 and LDPC_4080_R116
is suitable for cryptographic usage and
LDPC_2040_R18 is not. Reason for that is
structure of generator matrices for all three
codes. From Figures 5-7 it can be clearly
concluded that if matrix has small number of bits
with value one, message coded by correspond
code is not suitable for cryptographic usage.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper provides additional insights regard-

ing certain Grain-v1 security evaluation and se-
curity enhancement approaches. The paper pro-
vides: (i) experimental evaluation of the time-
memory trade-off paradigm employed for crypt-
analysis in [5]: and (ii) experimental evaluation of
statistical features of Grain-v1 output sequences
which are subject of error-correction encoding and
degradation by a channel with bit-deletions. Main
messages of this paper regarding the above two
issues are the following ones.
The reported power of the cryptanalysis in [5]

is overestimated because it does not take into
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account the repetitions into the table employed for
the time-memory data trade-off based cryptanaly-
sis. Our experimental evaluation implies that the
claimed power of cryptanalysis is overestimated
at least for a factor equal to two.
Our experimental evaluation of the statistical

features of error-correction encoded Grain-v1 seg-
ments after a binary channel with bit deletions
shows that the addressed statistics strongly de-
pend on the selection of the error-correction code.
We show that certain codes, although almost
same from the error-correction prospective imply
different statistical features. Accordingly, if em-
ployed for the security enhancement, the code
should be evaluated regarding its impact on the
statistical features, and the ones which does sup-
port indistinguishably from the statistically random
sequences should be selected.
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